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China Defends Way Of Life, 
Theme Of Address Saturday 
DECEMBER i, 1942 Second Play Of Season 
_ _ „ _ _ " Presents Study In Contrast 
L.ck$ 
; Exercises-Mark 166th Anniversary 
Of Founding Of Phi Beta Kappa 
"China, too, is Fighting to Defend a Way of Life" -vv ill be 
the theme of the Phi Beta Kappa lecture delivered by Dr. Hu 
Shih, former Chinese Ambassador to the United States, Sat-
urday night at 8 o'clock in Phi Bete Kappa Hall. 
The lecture will be part of the public exercises to mark 
the 166th anniversary of the founding- of the mother chap-
ter of Phi Beta Kappa, national honorary society. These ex-
ercises will be preceded by a formal initiation of members-
elect Saturday afternoon and a banquet at the Lodge Satur-
day evening. 
Poem: 'The World in Your Hand" 
Written for the occasion in accordance with past custom, 
the Phi Beta Kappa Poem will be 
delivered this year, at the exercises 
Saturday night, "by Dr. Theodore 
Spencer, of Harvard University. 
(See story, Page 4.) The poem is 




Committee Goes Over 
Report With Pomfret 
With little or no business of im-
portance on its agenda, the Stu-
dent Assembly will meet tonight 
at 7 o'clock in Marshall-Wythe 206. 
According to Sc'otty Cunning-
ham, Speaker, there is no new bus-
iness which will be brought up. 
This will be the first regular 
meeting since the election of 
Freshman Representatives. 
A recommendation which came 
out of last month's meeting for 
brick walks in front of Taliaferro 
Hall will be acted on shortly, ac-
cording to President Pomfret. 
The Publications Committee, 
CAMERA WANTS OWNER 
On-November 24, an eight mil-
limeter motion picture camera in 
a case was found on campus by 
Lieut.-Colo.ne! A. W. Paul, U. S. 
Marine Corps:, Yorktown, Va. 
Upon proper identification this 
camera will be returned to its 
"•ightful owner. 
All the little foibles and peculiarities of the male animal, 
genus Americanus, will be revealed on the stage of Phi Beta 
Kappa Hall this Thursday and Friday evenings at 8:00'when 
the William and Mary Theatre will present its second play of 
the season, THE MALE ANIMAL. 
Hand " 
Meeting with President Pomfret 
Tradition holds that Phi Beta l a g t T u e s d a y n i g h t ) t ] l e A s s e m b l y 
Kappa was founded on December c o m m i t t e e t o investigate the soror-
5 1776 in the-ApoUo-Room of the i t y . f r a t e r n % p r o b l e m m u n c h e d 011 w M c h h a g m a < J e a t l e a s t Qm r e c_ 
Kaleigh Tavern. The first Greek- c h o c o l a t e c a n d i e s w W l e l i s t e l l ing to ommM1<tatioTi a t P w r v TOeetW of 
letter society in America, it is con- & c o n f i d e n t i a l r e p o r t m a d e o n \ h e ™ « < ^ o n at every mee tag of 
aSAavaA «,<» -ninthar nf Hio frater- . . ... . ,,. , , the Assembly this year, will have 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
CLUB 
Application blanks for mem-
bership in, the International Re-
lations Club .inay be procured 
from Dr. Warner Moss or Milt 
GreenMatt, The next meeting of. 
the club will be on Thursday, 
October 3, at 7:30 P. M. in the 




Walt Weaver explains the rudiments to Jeanne and Sally 
—"and then I fade back and 
fraternities 
year. 
and sororities last 
nothing new to add, according to 
The report of the committee last Grayson Clary, chairman. 
sidered the mother of the frater-
nity system. 
Hu Shih A Phi Bete From Cornell ^ _ . „ „ „ „ 
The speaker for the celebration, y e a r—which was headed by Dr. H.
 A recommendation of the Publi-
Dr. Hu Shih, is a member of Phi L . Fowler—formed much of the cations Committee which was 
Beta Kappa from Cornell Univer- background for Governor Darden's p a s s e d l a s t m o n t h and w h i c h w o u i d 
sity. A scholar and teacher of charges, although its recommenda-
great distinction, he was a Profes- tions differed widely from his. h a v e m a d e a s l l ^ h t modification 
sor of Philosophy at Kwang Hua A f t e r a s h o r t discussion of j * -
 i n t h e b y _ , a w s W a S t U m e d b a c k b y 
University in Shanghai and at Pe- mediate and long range objectives t h e Cooperative Committee for 
king National University. In 1931 o f the inquiry the meeting ad- clarification. _ It is scheduled to be 
he was appointed Dean of Peking journed. The next meeting has n»t discussed tonight on that basis. 
(Continued on Page 4) as yet been announced. 
^_____ '__ .' _ _ ____^^___ Carter Elected 
Association Head 
Dr. J. D. Carter, Associate 
Professor of French, was elected 
president of the Modern Language 
Association of Virginia at its an-
.Sororities Pledge 140 
After Week Of Rushing 
seme folk song arrangements by 
Hidyn, ant: the "Schererazade 
Suite" by Rare:. 
The latter group of songs, which 
hss been especially rehearsed, will 
Sorority rushing ended last Wednesday after a tense day n u a l Thanksgiving ̂ session in Rich- give students an opportunity to 
Of s i lence w i t h 140 w o m e n p ledged to t h e n ine so ro r i t i e s on m o n d ' Thursday, November 26: Ap- h e-ar one of Ravel's more famous 
o s m n w
 P e a n n g ° n t h e T h a n k s &' l v ™g Pro- works. It consists of subtly inter-
t,t*iiipuo. gram were Dr. Pierre Macy, head 
Kappa Alpha Theta and Chi Omega lead the list with 21 of the Modern Language Depart- e s t i n g m u s i c a l s e t t i n s s f o r S0Pra-
pledges , a s P i B e t a P h i a n d De l t a De l t a D e l t a each p ledged 19 meat, and Dr. A. G. Ryland, Pro- no and orchestra for three poems 
n e w m e m b e r s fessor of French. by Tristen Kmgsor, Some explan-
T*ho rvlorlcrae nf fViA vnvinii« etewm-ities nro a s follow*?- D f " C a r t * r h a s s e r v e d a s P r e s»- atory remarks will be given at the 
lUe pledges ot the vaiious soionties aie as follows. Jcn(. of fte o r g a n i z a t i < m in previ_ ^ ^ 
K a p p a A l p h a T h e t a o a s years. He studied at the Uni-
Dorothy Agurk, Mary Lou Barrott, Marjorie Bevans, Jean versity of Nancy, the University of T W s P r o^ r a m is °Pen t o a11 stu" 
Boyd, Charlotte Dickason, Dorothy Fitzcharles, Adeline Vir- Aix, and the University of Tou- dente- I n **"? Pasfc m o r e t h a n o n e 
louse where he received his doc- hundred have attended each con-
Starring in this rollicking com- tant to Miss Hunt and Heln in 
edy by James Thurber and Elliott charge of properties for that play. 
Nugent will - be Jeanne Mencke, The plot of THE MALE ANIMAL 
Bob Hayne, and Walt Weaver, concerns itself with a young pro-
Third in the series of concerts supported by Sally Snyder, Louis fessor, Tommy Turner, and his 
sponsored by students interested Newby, Victor Dressier, Dick wife Ellen, whose marital life un-
ii'classical music—the last concert Bethards, Betty Driscoll, Jack dergoes many disturbances when 
Hollowell, Anne Ray, Heln Mar- an ex-football player, Joe Fer-
tin, Sumner Rand, and Dick guson, returns to his Alma Mater 
Plumer. for the Homecoming Game. 
Newcomers to the Stage A secondary theme is the stormy 
Newcomers to the William and life of Ellen's younger sister, Pat, 
Mary stage are Walt Weaver, who, like Ellen, is confronted with 
Louis Newby, Dick Bethards, Bet- a choice between two contrasting 
She will present, with Mr. Allan t y D r j s c o n , J a c k Hollowell, Heln types of men, Wally, the current 
Xy as accompanist, a group of -Martin, and Vic Bressler. As a football star, and Michael, radical 
scngs by Purcelt and Debussy, matter of fact, Vic has appeared young intellectual. 
ai ias by Mozart and Massenet, ' n o n e Plav> although not literally, , THE MALE ANIMAL is under 
for he was the radio voice in the direction of Miss Althea Hunt. 
Thunder Rock. Both Betty Dris- Miss Elizabeth Harris is technician 
coll and Heln Martin also worked and Mr. Hill in charge of cos-
on Thunder Rock, Betty as assis- turning. 
J 
music-
bsfore Christmas—is the song re-
cital to be given by Mrs. Frank 
Haserot (Germmne Bruyere) this 
Sinday aftemcon at 2 o'clock in 
F i i Beta Kappa Hall. 
torate. cert. 
British Ambassador 
Interviewed By Students 
By ERNEST PRIEST 
His Excellency Viscount Halifax, British Ambassador to the United 
States, is a sincere refutation of the common American misconception 
that the British Aristocracy is a group of over-rich snobs. Because, 
for all his importance, prestige, and constant strain of duty. Lord Hal-
ifax is dignified but gracious and kind—more so than the average 
American big-business man. For so your correspondent found His 
Lordship on the delightful morning of Thanksgiving, 1942. 
Colonel Angus McDonnell, high-ranking British army officer, is Lord 
Halifax's personal attache, and through him the FLAT HAT repre-
sentative obtained this unique interview. Colonel McDonnell is a 
Scotchman, of pleasing personal attractiveness, possessing that quality 
which can make a reporter feel as important as an Embassy attache in 
ginia Hartnell, Eleanor Holden, Harriet Irvin, Karolyn 
Kreylihg, Joan Kueffner, Joyce Le Craw, Sarah Ann Mills, 
Barbara Perkins, Virginia Renter, Norma Ritter, Jean 
Schwartz, Billie Snead, Carol Sterner, Patricia Ann Whit-
comb, and Marilyn Wood, 
CM Omega 
Daphne Andrews, Betty Aurell, Barbara Black, Muriel N a v a l officer Procurement 
(Continued on Page 4) 
Navy Programs Modify Weight 
equirements—Woodbridge 
Those failing to pass the physi- Men Needed For V-7 
cal examination for the V-l or V-7 The Navy wants more men in its the residence of His Excellency the Ambassador. 
Naval Reserve Programs because V-7 program. Because the need L a d } , Halifax Possesses Equal Grace 
of weieht deficiency should re- h«,s become more pressing than T , rT . , . * 
u w b % > »«""'« , . . . . . . I'ady Halifax possesses grace equal to that of her distinguished hus-
submit their applications for en- waen this program was first pro- fe H « 
listment, according to Dr. Wood- jeeted, it has been found necessary b a n d - I n addition, she is energetic and active, and one might take her 
bridge, military advisor, to increase the number of men in for an average American lady-of-means—but for her fascinating 
The minimum weight require- that category who will be avail- British accent. For her interest in things about her keeps her as busy 
ments for enlistment in these pro- able for the Navy by May 31, 1943. a s h e r husband 
grams have beefl modified and men The Office of Naval Officer ^ L o r f ^ handsome, and keen. As has 
slightly under the required weights Procurement m Richmond has re- ' > M,u "vecl1- rtB "<** 
may be accepted for enlistment if ceived 150 of these billets, accord- b e e " observed, the whole interview—lasting about twenty-five minutes 
the physical examiner recommends ing to notice received by Dr. Wood- —was conducted in an air of generous but reserved informality which 
it. bridge. He has been asked to bespoke none of the snobbishness so often connected with aristocracy 
Previously 132 lbs. has been the fcrward the names of men in Wil- in the .American mind. Lord Halifax is six feet five inches tall, with 
is wiry 
_ . . o- --- a distinct look per-
minimum for Navy V-l and V-7, reserves, and who are qualified and vades them, and they convey the impression of great depth. 
Special. will graduate in time to be eligible SCENE OF INTENSE ACTIVITY 
"Under l e w regulations appli- for the Navy by May 31. That of- The cosy little room of the Orlando Jones House, where the Ambas-
cants otherwise physically quali- fice will contact these men in the sador and his Lady were staying while in Williamsburg, was the scene 
fied may now be enlisted in V-l or ' roar future. of intense activity. Lady Halifax was seated at a table with a number 
V-7 if the examining doctor or Dr. Woodbridge said that he did of papers and books on it, and was busily writing. Lord Halifax had 
a not know whether this meant that a sofa with several books and papers around him, and on a small table 
the men already enlisted in V-7 who in front of him were the books Our Hearts Were Young and Gay, by 
minimum weight requirements,*' will graduate in June will be called Cornelia Otis Skinner and Ellen Kirabrough, and Virginia—A Guide to 
states a letter to Dr. Dudley W. in that quota, or not. If so, it The Old Dominion. A handsome Dachshund eagerly concerned himself 
Woodbridge f om the Office of seems likely that they will be al- with everything that went on. 
«, lowed to take examinations before Lord Halifax opened the conversation, cordially volunteering the in-
reporting. (Continued on Page 4) 
Cookies (Wonder what's in 'em.) plus service with a smile c^TJji*?T? V f d I f ' " a m *f ^ a r y , t ? t h a t °fffce w h ° ^T teatnres> a n d W s hei&«* « somewhat emphasized b 7 h 
brings soothing tranquillity after days of rushing at this ° f e r a l l a " d lpJ 1 b s " 3 a s b e ! n i h . e a r e n o t enil!!ted ln o n e °.£ihe r e ; b o 1 y - ,H i s ! a r ^ bhie-gray eyes are striking: for 
typical preferential. 
medical officer recommends 
waiver for failure to meet 
Richmond. 
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A. C. P.'s Correspondent Reports from Washmcn-cu 
By JAY RICHTER 
WASfflNGTON—(ACP)—As this is written the Presi-
dent is signing the 'teen age draft bill. Its impact will be felt 
at once by colleges and universities throughout the nation. 
About one-third of all male collegians, are 18 or 19 years 
eld. Prospects for these men sum up about like this: 
Approximately 25 per cent probably won't be taken be-
cause of physical disabilities. 
Those already enlisted in college reserve training courses 
won't be taken—they are already in the army and, apparent-
ly, passage of the bill won't appreciably affect their present 
status. The same goes for those in senior ROTC. 
All other 18 and 19 year old college students are subject 
to draft call—and fast. It is estimated they will be inducted 
starting about Jan. 1. For a time it appeared that 'teen age 
men already in college would be able to obtain deferment 
until July 1, 1943. That prospect is now out the window for 
college men, although high school students called up in the 
last half of this school year may request deferment in order 
to finish out their terms. s, ^ 
Enactment of the law will ~ " 
probably result in a hard drive by 
the navy to enlist 17 year olds, 
since army draft of the elder 'teen 
age youth will seriously cut into 
the navy man power potential— 
and the navy still insists upon 
voluntary enlistment. 
Only a Dim-Out 
Passage of the bill does not 
mean a complete backout of edu-
cational opportunity for college 
'teen agers. 
Once they are in the army these ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
men. as well as all other l» ana 
' . , „, , .,, ins game. 
College 
C i j a! ends r 
^Inhumanity" Of Navy Cited 




In Phi Bete 
Loud rousing cheers and the 
stirring music of the college dance 
band opened the pep rally on Wed-
nesday night in Phi Beta Kappa 
Hall preceding the Richmond-Wil-
game. 
The enthusiastic students, led by 
19 year olds who are drafted will 
be eligible to take aptitude and 
intelligence tests to determine the cheerleaders, began with "The 
whether they may return to col- Old Fight", while being showered 
lege for technical and scientific with feathers and confetti which 
. . . the "always ready" stage crew 
""pasfeducation, apparently, will threw from the balcony. 
be considered in final selection of Jack Camp, editor of the Colon-
draftees who may return to col- ial Echo, introduced Mr. Werner, 
lege Other criteria include "qual- known to most students as "Pop". 
ities of leadership, military abili- He added to the spirit and excite-
ty and stotitude for more educa- »«nt by announcing that our team 
tion" as reflected in examination was sure tc win the game, if they 
were certain of the support and 
backing of the student body. 
After several other loud cheers, 
results. 
According to Representative 
Sparkman, Democrat, of Alabama, . 
, ... , „„ „ „ „ L_ . I , rendered in the best William and 
the army will send more men back , . . , . , . 
,, .. , „ „ „Jd, Mary manner, the students ran m to college than it actually needs , . . , ,,. ^ 6 a mob, singing and yelling, to 
for its own purposes. These ex-
tra men would be assigned to in-
dustrial jobs. 
Sparkman points out that the 
army plan calls for training per-
the team as they filed out of the 
theatre. 
The rally ended as the crowd, by 
the light of troches, sang the Al-
ma plater. 
iods of varying length, from 9 to ^ . ^ ̂ ^ ^_ 
27 months. Principal courses 
would be medical'and pre-medical 
courses, engineering and science. 
Those college men whose abilities-
and interests He in the arts, fine 
and otherwise, are going to be at 
a disadvantage. 
Although there is some dis-
agreement in Washington on the 
point, it appears that all of the 
young draftees will have to com-
plete basic training before they 
may return to college. 
His financial status will have 
nothing whatever to do with 
whether a man is selected to re-
turn to college for training. Iron-
ically, it takes the dictates of 
wartime logic to achieve a degree 
of democratic selection of those 
who should attend college. 
Post-War Implications 
(Continued on Page 4) 
Kappa Chi Kappa Picnic 
Shelter, 4 P. M. 
Play, Phi Beta Kappa Hall, 
8 P. M. 
Tuesday, December 1— 
Balfour Club 'Meeting, Dodge 
Room, 7:30 P. M. 
Lambda Pi Sigma Meeting, 
Music Building, 7:30 P. M. 
Colonial Echo Editorial Staff 
Meeting, Echo Office, 7:30 
• P. M. 
Wednesday, December 2— 
Chi Delta Phi Meeting, Bar:ett 
Living Room, 8 P. M. 
Clayton Grimes Biological Club 
Meeting, Washington 100, 7 
P. M. 
Library Science Club Meeting, 
Library Science Lab., 7 P. M. 
Omicron Delta Kappa Meeting, 
Faculty House, 8 P. M. 
Spanish Club Meeting, 
Barrett Living Room, 7 P.M. 
Women's Debate Council Meet-
ing, Philomathean Room, 5 
P. M. 
Thursday, December 3— 
Euclid Club Meeting, 
Washington 200, 7 P. M. 
Pan-American Meeting, Barrett 
Living Room, 7 P. M. 
International Relations Meetings 
Monroe Hall, 7:30 P. M. 
Students Religious Union Meet-
ing, Wren 100, 7 P. M. 
Play, Phi Beta Kappa Hall, 
8 P. M. 
Saturday, December 5— 
Dance, Blow Gymn, 9 P. M. 
Phi Beta Kappa Exercises, Phi 
Beta Kappa Hall, 8 P. M. 
Sunday, December 6— 
Wesley Foundation Meeting 
Methodist Church, 7 P. M. 
B.Y.P.U. Meeting, 
Baptist Church, 6 P. M. 
Westminister Fellowship Meet-
ing, Presbyterian Church, 
6 P. M. 
B. S. N. Sunday School, 
Baptist Church, 10 A. M. 
Monday, December 7— 
Kappa Omicron Phi Meeting, 
Home Economics Rooms, 
5 P. M. 
Mortarboard Meeting, 




Aim Arbor, Mich. (ACP) Physi-
cal conditioning is combined with 
practical training in woodcraft in a 
course being given at the Univer-
sity of Michigan by the school of 
forestry and the department of 
physical education and athletics. 
Through field trips, seminars and 
instruction in wrestling holds and 
judo blows, the course is designed 
to help students acquire sound 
judgment in coping with situations 
encountered in out-of-door life. The 
knowledge thus gained is useful 
to the student whether he serves in 
the armed forces or joins field ex-
peditions to any part of the globe. 
Townsmen Protest 
Action Near City 
By CHARLOTTE FRY 
A petition addressed to Presi-
dent Roosevelt to take steps for 
preventing further infringements 
on the lights of American citizen-
ship of fellow citizens in and 
around Navy's Camp Peary near 
Magruder and to compensate for 
the wrongs already committed was 
sponsored by the Williamsburg 
Ministerial Union and distributed 
in the Williamsburg churches , No-
vember 2JJ,. 1942. 
Navy action against residents 
of Camp Peary area, according to 
Mr. Pratt, president of the Wil-
liamsburg Association of Minis-
ters, and pastor of the Williams-
burg Presbyterian Church, has been 
un-American in manner, in that 
property is being seized in a very 
Fundamentals of out-of-door life inhumane manner. White farmers 
are stressed with emphasis on pre-
paration of nourishing meals, 
proper technique of setting up 
camp, how to detect edible plants 
and catch wild animals which may 
be eaten in emergencies, and suffi-
cient knowledge of scouting to en-
able students to keep on a proper 
course th rough use of the compass, 
landmarks, rough maps and bear-
ings taken on the sun and stars. 
Safe ways of crossing bottomless 
and poor, uneducated negroes are 
being made to move all of their 
belongings with as little as three 
days notice. They are not being 
given any assistance whatsoever 
by the Navy. 
The petition states that: The 
people be notified in a decent and 
courteous manner, and in ample 
time, if they must move out of 
their homes. That the process of 
appraisal be accelerated to enable 
muskegs and bogs, proper handling the people to meet urgent financial 
of caroes, small boats and rafts, needs. That immediate provisions 
plus training in protection against b e made for the housing of those 
injuries, disease, insects and rep- w}"> are being put out of their 
tiles also are important features homes. 
of the course. Self-defense and Being circulated around town 
speedy ways of dispatching an ad- a n < 1 throughout the dormitories of 





Shows Daily 4:00 - 7:00 - 9:00 
Wednesday and Thursday 
'Dec!-2 & 3 
FRED MacMURRAY 
PAULETTE GODDARD ' 
SUSAN HAYWARD 
RANGERS 
In FLAMING TECHNICOLOR! 
and judo. 
The course developed from a non-
credit seminar on personal care in 
the field ;;iven for forestry students 
by Dr. Samuel A. Graham and Dr. 
Ear! C. O'Roke and a series of 
practical field exercises offered ex-
perimentally in the spring semester 
of the 1041-42 school year. With 
the advent of compulsory physical 
conditioning for all men students, 
the type of instruction won ap-
proval of the department of physi-
cal education and athletics as an 
alternative to the regular condi-
tioning' program. Popularity of the 
course, which has won attention 
from both the army and navy, has 
made it necessary to ' limit enroll-
ment to 40. 
ed and to the White 
House. copies will be 
sent to Governor Darden, Senators 
Glass and Byrd, and Representa-
tives Bland and Satterfield, whose, 
districts are affected. 
Friday, Saturday, & Sunday 
Dec. -I-5-B 
DOROTHY I.AMOru 
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With Walter Pidgeon, 
Frank Morgan, Richard Carlson 
Our flghtlnr men are doing 
SS their share. Here at home 
wax 
*•"* the least we can do is put 10% 
of our income in War Bonds 
for our share in America. 
West End 
Market 
Tuesday, December 8— 
Eta Sigma Phi Meeting, 
Washington 304, 7 P. M. 
French Club Meeting, 
' Brown Hall, 7 'P. M. 
Sigma Pi Sigma Meeting, 
Rogers 114, 7 P. M. 
Monogram Club Meeting, 
Jefferson Gym, 7 P. M. 
Colonial Echo Staff Meeting, 





J. D. CARNEAL & SONS, Inc. 
Established 1890 
REALTORS 
Homes, Apartments, Business, 
Industrial Sites 
Carneal Rldg., Richmond, Va. 
12 N. 9th St. 
70 folume Encyctodedia, 
Espasa, Now In Library 
It is, Indeed, a reflection on the English, German, and 
French speaking countries that the greatest encyclopedia 
should be written in Spanish. The Spaniards are not an as-
suming people, but to them goes the credit of the compitng, 
printing, and editing of the "Espasa Enciclopedia Universal 
Illustrada." 
These volumes, representing 25 - ~ " _ ~ ~ ~ 
years of intensive study, were his outstanding studies of Capri 
published recently in Barcelona -which are said to be superior to 
and now stand on the shelves to those of all other contemporary ^ - W K ^ ^ ^ - ^ f r ^ - a - ^ - f t - f r ^ ^ - ^ ^ 
the right of the information desk artists of Rome. Another bicgra- A A 
in the Saunders Reading Room, phy is that of Raubel, Russian 
This encyclopedia, known usually as painter of 1856, whose interesting 
Espasa volumes, volumes 68 and picture, "Pan" is printed in tht en-











SPECIAL ATTENTION TO 
FRATERNITIES AND SORORITIES 
CAPITOL RESTAURANT 
due to the printing and transpora-
tion difficulties arising from the 
Spanish Revolution. It also con-
tains 10 volumes of appendix, which 
are in abbreviated 'dictionary' 
form because they were designed 
The volumes are filled with col-
ored maps and pictures. Then are 
diagrams of objects from t,top-
lights to airplanes. There is sven 
an intricate diagram of mariiage 
—its concepts, reasons, classes, 
Barclay & Sons 
JEWELERS 
CERTIFIED GEMOLOGISTS 
2912 Washington Avenue, 
Newport News, Va. 
Max Fdeg' 
III the Arcade 
Vj'lXXS 
to fill omissions, rectify errors, conditions, types, methods, and re-
and to complete the subjects which Kgious relations. 
had suffered change or modifica- No subject is forgotten. There 
tion. The recent and present wars j s an explanation of the sij nifi-
have changed a great many things, cance of Mecca, the sacred ci1 y of 
and these addend 10 volumes are the Mohammedians where the Mos-
indispensible. lems make their yearly religious 
The other 70 volumes are, of pilgrimage—the city from which 
course, very complete. They con- the infidels are barred and vshere 
tain references to important sub- the strange songs, orations, sacri-
jects of not just 'one country, but fices, and fiestas of the believers 
all Europe, South America, and in Allah take place. 
the United States. I n t r u t n > e v e r y o n e o f t h e t l l 0 U s . 
Perhaps the most outstanding a n d and more pages of each o! the 
fact about Espana is that it con- seventy volumes is filled with in-
tains unlimited biographies and pic- teresting, vital, and new material. 
tures of the world's most famous Many of the Spanish words are 
men, and women prominent in all like our English ones, and even a 
fields of life. For example, there first year Spanish student could 
is a biography of Masand Fonde- get a great deal out of the Espasa 
vila, Spanish painter, famous for Encyclopedia. 
. (AIR' - CONDITIONED)' 
Tie Largest and Best Place to Eat 
in the Colonial City. * • 
SPECIAL.RATES TO -STUDENTS 
YOUR PATRONAGES APPRECIATED 
Wi&amsbtirg, Va* 
•*4444<^><&>+<4~>4<-4<rt4rW+4~4+4^ » -̂4"$"$"$«$-$"̂ <H 
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EDITOR; .WALLAC31 R. HEATWOLE 
homa Dec. 5 Indians Close Season Wit 
Tribe Takes Conference Title With 10-0 Win Over Richmond 
Spiders Hold Big 
Green Scoreless 
First Two Periods 
Turning on the power in the 
second half to smother a fighting 
University of Richmond eleven, the 
indomitable William and Mary 
gridiron machine clinched the 
Southern. Conference and Big Six 
titles last Thursday when the Ind-
ians turned back the stubborn 
Spiders, 10-0, in their annual Turk-
ey Day clash before 11,000 specta-. 
tors in City Stadium at Richmond. 
Tribe Holds Upper Hand 
Although not crossing the goal 
line frequently, the Tribe held the 
upper hand throughout the tussle 
and never left any doubt as to the 
outcome. The overcharging Wil-
liam and Mary eleven chalked up 
a total of 213 yards rushing, net 
gain, to Richmond's scant 18. The 
Big Green in the course of the game 
rolled on through 17 first downs to 
the Spider's 9. Far into the oppon-
ents' territory all afternoon, the 
Redskins, hampered .by penalties 
and injuries, just couldn't cross that 
last white line until the third 
period. 
Korczowski Scores 
Driving 73 yards downfield, the 
Indians finally hit pay dirt in that 
third period when they brushed 
aside Richmond's vain bid for an 
upset with a slashing touchdown. 
With Johnny Korczowski and Bud-
dy Hubard turning in sparkling 
performances, the stampeding 
backs smashed at the tiring Rich-
mond line for huge gains over 
center and tackle to march down 
the field in the straight overland 
route. Korczowski after three tries 
from the eleven, broke through 
tackle to score the Redskins only 
touchdown of the day. Big Luke 
Johnson's conversion put the Ind-
ians out in front by a 7-0 score. 
Richmond Passes 
" Richmond, with Pat Fenlon, Jack 
Wilborne, and Joe Fortunate doing 
the heaving, opened up a passing 
attack late in the third period and 
initiated their biggest scoring 
threat of the day. Getting in their 
gains from the explosive T for-
mation, the Spiders started things 
humming when Fenlon, Richmond's 
flashy quarterback, leaned back and 
hit Right End Swede Erickson with 
a perfect strike for a beautiful 22 
yard completed pass. On the very 
next play, Flingin' Fenlon dropped 
another aerial into the waiting 
arms of co-captain Warren Pace for 
1!) more. A holding penalty against 
Richmond at this time, however, 
ended tthe threat. 




W L T 
William and Mary 4 0 0 
Wake Forest 6 1 1 
Virginia Tech 5 1 0 
North Carolina 3 1 1 
Duke 3 1 1 
N. C. State 3 1 2 
Purman 3 3 0 
The Citadel 2 2 0 
Clemson 2 3 1 
•Maryland 1 2 0 
Geo. Washington ...2 4 0 
Davidson -—2 4 1 
V.M.I 2 4 1 
South Carolina 1 4 0 
Richmond 1 5 0 
Wash. & Lee 0 4 0 
William And Mary Places Seven Men On A. P. 
Unaminous Choice All-Slate Eleven; Ramsey 
Semak Stars As 
Frosh End Season 
With 13-0 Victory 
William and Mary completely las' winter was chosen captain 
monopolized this year's All-State the All-Tourr anient team. 
team as they placed seven Indians 
on the first eleven. One-half of 
if 
Completely outplaying a favored 
Wake Forest Freshman eleven, 
William and Mary's Papooses scor-
ed in the first and third quarters 
to whip the Deaclets, 13-0, in 
Rocky Mount, N. C, last Friday 
night. 
Nick Semak, elusive W. &. M. 
wingback, set the Carolina team 
back on their heels in the first play Muha of V.M.I. 
of the game as he took the opening Glenn Knox 
Captain Bans completed his col-
leg; football by making a perfect 
ree >rd as far us All-State is con-
the line is^made up of Tribesmen c e r i e d . Bass has been chosen as 
and three, of the four backs are an All-State tackle every year of 
members of the Big Green. The his varsity earec . Added to these 
Voyle'smen named by the coaches thr»e consecutive selections is his 
of the "rival schools in the state berth on the Freshman All-State 
are Knox, Bass, Ramsey. Warring- tea-n. I t is neli-ved that Marvin 
ton, Longacre, Johnson, and Fork- has a very good chance of being 
ovitch. Filling out the rest of the selected as an All-Conference 
team was Chasen and Maskas of tackle as he hs.s been an outstand-
V.P.I. at the end and tackle, Min- ing man all year. In addition to 
ton of V.M.I, at guard and Joe these all horn- teams, Bass had 
n the backfield. the great honor of captaining the 
fir.A William and Mary team into 
FINAL BIG SIX 
STANDINGS 
W h T 
William and Mary 3 0 0 
V.I'.] .". 4 1 0 
V.M.I 2 2 0 
Virginia 1 2 1 
Richmond 1 3 I 
Wash. & Lee 0 3 0 
Voylesnien Out To 
Spoil Sooners5 Big 
Anniversary Game 
Though beaten four times and 
tied twice, the University of Okla-
homa's Sooners will be providing 
tough company for the William 
and Mary Indians when the 'v-o 
teams meet this Saturday on ihe 
Oklahoma gridiron in Normrn "•'i> 
lalioma. The Number Three l-am 
in the Midland's Big Six, having 
faced such strong opponents as 
Missouri, Texas. Tulsa and Ne-
braska will be in tip-top shape for 
the W. & M. match after a 'v\o 
week resl u\i. 
For both schools the Saturday 
meeting will be the climaxing e" "it 
of the l'M'i year, a year which -:*", 
William and Mary celebrating 't * 
two hundredth and fiftieth anni-
versary and Oklahoma its fiftie+h. 
The game will also be a get-togt !ti-
er for Dewey Luster, successor to 
Tom Stidham vi the Sooner h?-l>n, 
and Cail Voyles. The two play'mr 
opposite each other at the end 
posts, were central figures in the 
1917 defeat of the previously Mi-
beaten U. of Oklahoma eleven by 
Voyles' Oklahoma A. <<•- M. grid-
ders. 
Lose To Tulsa, Texas, Temple 
The Sooners opened up wi"h a 
0-0 tie against their cross-state ri-
vals, the Aggies, and drooped their 
next encounter to the hot Tulsa 
outfit, 23-0. • Losing to both Texas 
and Nebraska by 7-0 scores, the 
Red and White broke into the win 
column with lop-sided victories 
over Kansas, Iowa State and Kan-
sas State. Sooner stock soared on 
November 14 as the men from the 
Redlands held the powerful Mis-
souri squad to a 6-6 tie, but fal-
tered on the following weekend as 
they bowed to a so-so Temple 
eleven. 
Oklahoma boasts a heavy, strong 
line and several fast backs. Lead-
ing the line are a pair of the 
strongest ends in the Midlands, Dub 
Lamb and Jim Tyree. At the 
tackle posts are 210 pound Plato 
Andros and 230 Homer Simmons, 
while Guards Green and Simeroth 
also average 200 pounds between 
them. The lightest man in the 
Sooner line is Junior center, Lee 
Cowling. Standouts in the backfield 
are Pat Shanks, Billy Campbell, 
Bill Mattox and Huel Hamm. 
Heading the William and Mary 
aggregation will be linemen Glenn 
(Continued on Page 6) 
Basketball Schedule Cut; 
No Games Until After Xmas 
kickoff on the W. & M. 10 and Knox, Bass, Ramsey, and John- the Southern Conference title. 
streaked 75 yards along the side- son were repeaters on this year's Bu iter Ramsey 
lines, shaking off tackier after mythical team from last year. 
tackier, to the Wake Forest 15 Lantern-jawed Glenn Knox was 
yard line. An offside penalty and All-State last year and was also 
a seven yard loss broke up the named to the All-Conference sec-
Little Green's scoring opportunity o n d t e a m o f l a s t J'ear- A s yet this 
Garrard "B aster" Ramsey was 
awirded the highest honor the 
coEches in the slate could give 
h in , He was a unanimous choice 
at his guard pos tion. This is the 
It was learned late Monday eve-
ning that due to the prolonged 
football season all the basket ball 
scheduled before Christmas had 
been canceled. This includes the 
Week t o r CrOWn r e e l i n g of the eager*' annual 
northern trip which brought the 
Due to wet grounds and cold Stuesseymen into contact with 
•Intramural Games 
To Be Played This 
despite a ten yard pass completion y e a r ' s All-Conference'team has not till -d consecutve year for Ramsey weather none of the scheduled in- s u c h basketball greats as Setmi 
from Boles tto Semak. 
Semak Goes Over 
Several plays later W. & M. 
took possession of the ball on their 
own 27. With Semak, "Blub" Boles 
and Dick Videto carrying the mail, 
the Indians rang up five first 
been chosen but it is believed that on the All-State selection and he is 
Mutt, as he is known to his friends, 
will figure heavily in the final vot-
ing. It is conceded that Knox will 
be one end on the first All-Con-
tramural games were played last fa"' ^ r ? a m ' a n d T e m P l c -
a certainty to repeat on the All- , m, Football Conflict 
,-. e t it • r> week. Ihese added to seven other „,, 
Coherence team this year. Ram- " " e v e " o u l " The reason given for this sud-
sej is bidding for higher stakes Postponed games will make a very d e n cancellation was that the pro-
th i ; year as he i> going after All- *«" schedule but it was learned longed gridiron season would and 
ference team this year but the An .erica honcrs. As yet only one that these games must be played i s conflicting with any attempt for 
question is whether he or Bob ha! been released, that being the as soon as possible in order to basketball practice. The greatest 
Gantt of Duke will poll the most New York Sim's and Buster was make it possible to award the inconvenience is that the William 
downs as they marched 73 yards for v o t e s for that position. Knox's str >ngly entrenched at a second league champions their award. It and Mary eagers have to work out 
their first touchdown. With the ability i s n o t confined to football team guard position. It is believed is also hoped that a game between on their own until after football 
ball on the Wake Forest nine, Se- a s he is a great basketball player that Buster will move up into the the Fraternity champions and the season due to the fact that Coach 
mak climaxed the drive by swing- also. As a court star he has made fir.it eleven as soon as more of Dormitory winners—the Second Stussey also coaches the ends on 
(Continued on Page 6) All-State two years in a row and (Continued on Page 6) (Continued on Page 6) (Continued on Page 6) " 
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Trade In Pen For A Gun? Students 
Face Problem With Little Flap-Waving 
Spencer, Phi Beta Kappa Poet, 






No the average boy and Ms -girl, they maku 
was Should he stay- in school and suf- them, 
we shuffle through By HAROLD E. DONOHUE 
It was Sunday afternoon. 
We had finished dinner and had the fellows and voiced fer every time he reads a news- We like Chowmng's and beer and ^ ^ ^ ^ p o e m j , < T h e W o r U i n 
taken oui daily jaunt to the Post by the girls, the fellows were paper, or leave and perhaps never milk shakes and Harry James and __ •<... . - ' _ . . _ . „ 
Theodore Spencer, well-known 
poet and writer, and author of 
"Shakespeare and the Nature of 
Man", has been chosen as the Phi 
Beta Kappa poet for this year. He 
Office. Earlier, a storm, had troubled by deep thoughts and the return? 
threatened, but now the sun felt girls were scared. Should he study his books and 
warm on our faces, and the sky Like a mound of snow .falling prepare for the coming peace, 01 
was spotted with still puffs of from a housetop, the full meaning stop bullets with bullets, and .sav-
white clouds. of the word WAR. finally has been a g e men with 'accurate fire ? 
It was a time for strolling and conceived. Should he trade the pen for tht 
Its effect has varied as the wind g u n , and rational thinking for un-
in the trees. But its path is quite questioned obedience? 
evident and its wake is cluttered Should he, who has no voice ii 
the dance, the with mixed emotions and muddled his government, fight to protec", 
that government? 
talking. Couples walked by, quiet-
ly and slowly. Talking in happy 
voices; talking softly, intimately. 
They talked of 
night before, or the movies, or thoughts. 
themselves, or they did not talk * * * * 
a t all. "I don't want him to enlist," she 
•Maybe a bird would sputter in said, clenching her fists at her 
the ivy, now and then shoes would side. "I know that he should go, 
Jane Russell and fun. 
We like to raise hell. 
We like it here. 
But against all of this joy and 
gladness, against Saturday dances 
and Sunday strolls, against hur-
ried dashes to beat the ten o'clock 
Your Hand", at the Phi Beta Kap-
pa celebration here on Saturday, 
December 5. 
Dr. Spencef'will also give an in-
formal reading in Barrett Hall at 
8 o'clock Friday. 
Dr. Spencer is now Associate 
Professor of English at Harvard 
against ah of this, there 
beckoning hand of fate and of the 
war. 
sound hard striking against, the 
walks, or a bit of laughter would 
take flight into the air. 
But underneath all of this si-
but I-I-I'm afraid. And he wants 
me to tell him what to do." 
® Jf. T K 
"I may not come back to school 
lence there brews a rising mouun- n e x t half," he said, as we walked 
tain of restlessness. No matter },,ome from dinner, "T couldn't pass 
how hard the people tried to shut that physical for the reserves— 
out the truth, it pounded, back at D a ( | 
eyes. I think that I will be-
them, harder each second, and drafted soon, so 1 may enlist." 
grew bigger each day. No matter These are only two of the little 
how much laughter left a girl's stories told. A mental debate goes 
lips, the fact that there IS a WAR o n j n m o s t of our brains. 
.Does knowledge have a place in 
the struggle for knowledge? 
Should books be used only a;s 
barricades and walls? 
Is a crushed country with intel-
lectuals more desirable than a free 
world too ignorant to know it? 
i|i s}t ijt *Jc 
Can we who, at our ripe old 
age, have seen so much injustice, 
and wrong, and greed, and hate, 
defend such injustice and wrong, 
ad greed, and hate? 
bell, against a warm goodnight, . 
oeu, aha a University, where he has been 
3 looms tiie * a Tr , 
teaching since 1927. He was born 
in. Villa Nova, Pennsylvania, in 
1902, and went to Haverford 
School. He received an A.B. de-
gree from Princeton in 1923, a 
B.A. degree from Cambridge Uni-
versity in 1925, and a Ph.D. from 
Harvard in 1928, 
In 1939, Dr. Spencer was ap-
pointed a University Lecturer at 
Cambridge, but, because of the 
war, did not take up his post 
We shall go. 
We shall go whenever they -want 
us. And we' shall go gladly to 
fight. 
Perhaps we are not quite sure 
what we shall fight for, we only 
know what we shall fight against. 
We shall go and we shall kill, 
'DR. THEODOBE SPENCER 
with the fell knowledge that we there, remaining instead at Har-
has struck home with frightening 
force. 
No* matter how many dances we 
went to or how many drinks we 
too, a headline would face us in the 
morning screaming that men "were 
being killed and more would fol-
low. No matter how much noise 
was made, to be used as noise 
against our penetrating thoughts, 
the silence of suffering and death 
"He quite school and enlisted." 
"Why aren't you in uniform?" 
"They will never take us out of 
school." 
"Enlist in the armed forces." 
"Get your education." 
"Enlist and serve." 
"Enlist!" 
"Stay!" 
Most of the fellows here enjoy 
this campus. We gripe about our 
teachers and the,food and the so-
cial rules, but we like it here. 
We like the movies and ths 
dances and the walks and gooc-
byes. We like the laughter of the 
girls and the man-to-man talks and books aga 
walking, -
We like the sun in the morning 
either kill or be killed. 
There is little heroism here 
flag-waving, or songs, or 
We don't need it. 
All that we need and have is. a 
firm fafih in our -.convictions, 
whatever they.may be, and the 
knowledge that if we close our 
books ant leave our girls, to go to 
suffering and torture and even 
death, that someone will open our 
, in. That those of us who 
aek will seek the truth and 
or 
cheers. 
vard as Associate Professor. 
Among his many books are 
those on Elizabethan literature:. 
"A Garland for John Donne," 
and "Studies in. Metaphysical Poet-
ry". His poem, "The Paradox in 
the Circle", which deals with this 
Elizabethan Era, was published by 
'Death, and Elizabethan Tragedy," New Directions, in 1941. 
Capitol to Campus 
(Continued From Page 2) 
was improvised at the end of the 
last war. This time, we are plan-
ning in advance." After the last 
war, only men who suffered a cer-
This is the problem that 
and the moon in the night, the once more. We know that they 
faces leaves in the trees and the sounds will be free. 
Which brings us to some signif-
icant post-war implications of the tain degree of disability as a re-
'teen -age draft bill. suit of their service were provided 
As he signed the bill, the Presi- post-war educational aid by the 
work, and play, and love the girls d0nt a n n o u n c e d < t h a t a c o m m i t t e e government, 
Students Interview 
Lord Halifax 
Page One Continuations 
Sororities Pledge 
<#> 
dustry could do so much to secure 
the foundations of an American 
culture here". 
Vinyard, and Cecil Waddell, 
Gamma Phi Beta 
Alice White, and Dorothy 
Gives Views On 
Post-War World 
He concluded his 
formation that he was to see Wil-
liamsburg and the College that 
day, and proceeded at once to a , . , , . , • , , , 
discussion about Virginia. He acknowledging, that he wished he c l H a 
mentioned that the -influence of ^ ^ ™<fe about _ 'these old 
Sir Christopher Wren on Virginia things" hut enthusiastically as-
Architecture around here had been ***** t h a t k e 1 S . ' fascinated by 
pointed out to him, and that he early America ncmhzation. 
knew of the Bodelian Copper T h e n L o r d Halifax gave his vis-
Plate, given by Oxford University } t o r s a n 0 p p o r t an i ty to ask him his 
to the Restoration. views about the modern world, and 
Virginia of Particular Interest there followed several minutes of 
To Englishmen questions about the post-war world, 
Virginia, he said, is particularly ^ e l a t ed topics. His Lordship 
interesting to Englishmen, because expressed the view that the peace 
Jerry hams. 
Shell a 
Clark, Marjorie Foster, Priscilla 
Fuller, Edith Harwood, 
- Healey, Doris Hostetter, 
Justice,' Henrietta- Kapler, Mai- J J U g j ^ r p Q g p g ^ 
remarks by garet Knowlton, Beth Long, Pris- _ ^ - , - , . _ , 
Norris, Barbara Nyeun., 
Gloria Rankin, Virginia Ratclifr', 
Barbara Richardson, Jean Rieb-
Wil-
University and served- as Chair-
man of the China Institute of Pa- post_war democratization of the 
cific Relations. He has received American educational system. Or, 
StauT' and Scotty honorary degrees from many col- i n b a s i c E n g i j sh , college education 
of educators is making a study College and university enroll-
looking toward measures "to en- ment during the years immediate-
able the young men whose educa- l y following this war will be 
tion has been interrupted to re- double that of pre-war days, ac-
sume their schooling and afford cording to some Washington e.du-
equal opportunity for the training cators. 
and education 'of other young men ^ ^ ^ 
of ability after their service in the 
armed services has come to an 
end." 
Although educators and officials 
here are chary about interpreting 
that statement, it is evident that 
there are high hopes it may mean 
BARNES BARBER SHOP 
Since 1912 we have served the 
students of William and Mary. 
This same courteous and ef-
ficient service awaits you to-
day. 
Over Williamsburg Theatre 
it had the first representative gov-
ernment in America, and because 
of the world could be only main-
tained if the United Nations—Rus-
ardson, Jill 
Wieland, 
Pi Beta Phi 
Louise Caperon, Ruth Co-wen, 
Mary Jane Pessler, Jan Free:-, 
Nancy, Grube, Dorothy Hammer, 
Eleanor Herman,-Joan Kable, Sa -
ly Kyger, Anne Lawson, Donna 
Leppe ,rMarcia Levering, Martha 
Mills, Ruth Paper, Ann Singe-, 
Lois Sprat-ley, Ann Wattles, Mar-
ion Webb, and Pat Whelan, 
Delta Delta Delta 
Martha Adams, Jean Beazley, 
leges and. universities, and is the f o r a l l w h o s e m i n ( j s deserve it, re-
author of many prominent publica- g a r d l e s g o f a M l i t y , t o p a y f o r i t . 
tions on Chinese history and phi)- p r e s u m a o l y j t h i s w o u l d m e a n v a s t . 
osophy. 
The nine members of the class 
of 1943 of the College of William 
and Mary chosen for membership 
into Phi Beta Kappa are: Virginia 
Mae Bunce, Huntington, L. I., 
New York; Bradford Dunham, 
ly extended government financing 
of higher education. 
Even though the President's 
statement appears to apply only 
to veterans-to-be, it carries great-
er promise of post-war educational 
Asheville, North Carolina; Hugh opportunity than' that enjoyed by 
of certain ties with the old coun- ^ t h e U n i t e d Stat<;s> G f a t *"*" 
try. He added that in normal ™ , and China-"and the^ other, 
times English people like to visit smaller peace-loving nations in 
Virginia, and particularly Wil- t M r o w n spheres of interest, - Jean B o m a ^ Julie _Bray, Ann 
liamsburg, mor« than any 
part of the United States. 
Francis Harnsberger, Williams-
burg, Virginia; Charles Webster 
Massey, Newport News, Virginia; 
Doris Frances Miller, Ridgewood, 
New Jersey; Carey Pete Modlin, 
veterans of the last war. 
As the President pointed out, 
'Some useful action along this line 
A Complete Variety of 
GROCERIES - MEATS 
FRESH PRODUCE 
other cooperated for a "political and Bruce, Millie Foster, Polly Krott 
economic interlocking of interests Eleanor Limbach, Pat Marti:i, Jr., Norfolk, Virginia; Mary'Eloise 
and countries. The unity of the j a n i e Pearce, Betty Jane- Ralph, Schick, Houston, Texas; Joseph 
The Old Dominion, His Lordship f o u r g r e a t p o w e r s h a g to be the Helen Louise Robinson, Dot Scar-
continued, played an important c e n t r a l p j i e driven in, around borough, Ann Sherrer, Pat Slo;;-
part in the development of repre- w h i c h» the post-war world may be son, Martie Smarr, Katsy Stum), 
built. Alexander Rosowsky, in his Mary Jane Talle, and Jeanre 
regular FLAT HAT column on Walker, 
sentative government in the United 
States, and in all movements lead-
ing up to her independence. He 
contended that the history of early 
Virgina "was the history of early 
America. 
Educational Connections Strong 
Educational connections were 
strong, too, the Ambassador said. 
Oxford and Cambridge—and par-
ticularly the former—gave books to 
the early American, colleges, and 
there was considerable travel be-
tween the colonies and England for 
academic purposes. Lord Halifax h a g b e e n p a r i i a m e n t a r y Undersee-
remembered that the early House r e t a r y f o r Colonies. In" addition, 
of Burgesses was particularly con- h e w a g viceroy of Indian, , 1926-
cerned with providing education 1 9 3 1 ) t l l e l e a d e r o f t h e H o u s e 0f 
for the colonists. All of these L o r d S ) j 935^938 a n < i 1940, Lord 
Herman Solomon, Jamaica Plain, 
Massachusetts; Caroline Wiley, 
Norfolk, Virginia. 
International Affairs, (see Page 
8) has enlarged and commented on 
these and other views of the Brit-
ish Ambassador this week. 
Distinguished Himself 
At Many Posts 
Lord Halifax is- sixty-one years 
old, and during those years has 
distinguished himself in many cab-
inet posts and positions of hoirpf. 
He was Foreign Secretary, 1938-
1940, Secretary for War, 1935, and 
things made for close ties between p r j v y g e a i ; 1935-1937, Lord Presi- Erma Powers, 
the two lands, he maintained. d e n t o f t h e Council, 1987-1938, and K»PP
a D e l t a 
Kappa Kappa Gamma 
Barbara Jean Adams, Jacquelire 
Adams, Elizabeth Bernhard, Eliza-
beth Brown, Frances Butler, .Ann 
Davison, Grace Duvoisin, Maiy 
Sue Ebeling, Helen Jordon, Jean 
Krause, Phyllis Laskey, Joan 
Lynch, Janice Mori, Ruth Arn 
Runnels, Dorothy Schwartz, ard 
Virginia Stephens, 
Phi M„u 
Elizabeth Caro, Lady Margamt 
Carey, Virginia Colburn, Maria 
Croxton, Elizabeth Dunbar, -Elaii e 
Hall, Margaret Helms, Ann- Hitch, 
Anne Kirby, Shirley Lanham, 
Frances Le Faivre, Jeanne Nelson, 
and Lucile Reiff 
BUSES, to EVERYWHERE 






IDEAL BEAUTY SHOPPE 
Phone 328 Over Casey's 
Joy Allen, Tommy Lou Bron--
augh, Peggy Burdick, Betty Jean 
Grant, Janet Hilton, Dorothy Hote 
Pat Lavery, Muggy Pratt, Eleanor 
Ramsdell, Jinx Richardson, Betiy 
Spicer, Martha Whiteman,- Lorre 
Commenting upon the work of has been twice President of the 
the Williamsburg Restoration and Board of Education. Since 1933 he 
its founders. His Majesty's Am- h a s b e e n Chancellor of the Univer-
bassador said that "it was a won- s f t y rf Q%tm^ fo n u h e guc_ 
derful Inspiration of Mr. Rocke- , , , . , . , . ., . •, ,• 
„ „ , , j j. • J ceeded his father to the family ti-
feller to recapture and set m mode t t B u e u "1B - ' « 
the old spirit and establishment as tie and became the third Viscount Wier, and Vicki Woodward 
illustrated by the old capital, Wil- Halifax; his name is Edward F. L. Alpha On Omega 
liamsburg". He added that the Wood. He holds an M,A. and a 
Restoration will continue to be of F e l l o w s h i p f r o m Oxford Universi-
ty, is a Knight of the Order of the 
Garter, and holds, pm. , Knight-
hoods of India. 
Williamsburg Methodist Church 
At the College Entrance 
L. F. Havermale, D.D., Minister 
Students' Bible Class 9:45 A.M. 
Public Worship 11:00 A.M. 
and 8:00 P.M. 
Wesley Foundation 7:00 P.M. 
more and more value as time goes 
on. Paying tribute to the Restora-
tion's founders, he said that if is 
well that "the great captains of in-
Joanne Armstrong, Mary Baker, 
Ann Corson, Betty Evans, Glor a 
Iden, Betty Rose Marvin, Sharen 
McCloskey, Evelyn Melcher, Pa n 
Pauly, Jacqueline Sanne, Frances 






Iteai' of Post Office 
Your best bet for the holidays is Louise's new suit and 
LuStre Gabardine topcoat. Try one at the Williamsburg 
Shop. 
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Fourth Estate Reverses' 
Geographers9 Mistake 
- By HELN MARTIN 
Newspapermen have changed the face of the world often 
enough. They have recently moved the Near East and the 
Middle East some five" hundred miles farther west than they 
were before the fighting began in Egypt. What- follows is 
aa instance of newsmen putting something back on the map 
which had been gradually corrupted by 350 years of geog-
raphers. 
In the year 1587 a Spanard 
named Gallego was sailing in the 
South Pacific and came upon that 
group of islands known as the Sol-
omons. Finding- one that was un-
charted he named it after his home^ 
town. On the 19th day of April 
we find in his log this statement 
" . . . we gave this island the name 
of Guadalcanal and to the river 
that of Ortega." In the years that 
followed . the name became cor-
rupted to Guadalcanar and in 1887 
when Mr. H. R. Guppy wrote his 
classic source of Solomonic infor-
mation "The Solomon Islands and 
Their Natives" this usage was so 
common that the right spelling is 
only used once and that was fol-
lowed hy a statement that the more 
popular spelling, Guadalcanal-, 
would be used throughout the 
book. In 1937 those groups of F o r this day, for all days, 
learned gentlemen, the XL S. Board P o r yQm c o u n t r V j f o r y o u r o w n -
Not slaves, but a people free from 
BOND BUYING SONG 
By WILLIAM ROSE BENET 
Factory, camp and farm 
Arming the land; 
All together toiling, 
Headi heart, and hand— 
Tank, destroyer, and plane, 
By land and sea—• 
Millions surging forward . 
For the land of the free. 
fear—• 
For the God of your open choice, 
might of the people's 
voice 
Lifted, in the forum loud and clear, 
For life in the light of the sun, 
For the stars—and the eagle's 
way— 
of Gorgraphic Names and the Per 
smanent Committee on Geographical 
Names for British Official Use, 
put their heads together and de-
cided to look into the matter. p o r the 
Finding that Gallego had named 
it Guadalcanal they decided, popu-
lar use or no popular use, it should 
be spelled GUADALCANAL on the 
British and American official 
charts. When these gentlemen say 
let a thing be done, it is done. Buy Bonds against Bondage-
Thil ruling, however, had no effect B u y Tomorrow with Today! 
on the various private makers of 
maps, charts, and atlases, and so 
the only place . you will find it is 
spelled correctly today is on the 
official charts. 
Now, however, this is all chang-
ed. When the news broke that 
there was fighting on Guadalcanal 
the ever-enterprising newsmen 
rushed to the nearest source of 
geographical information (U. S. 
Official Pacific Sheet No. 5) and 
spelled it as they found it thereon. 
Headlines soon went around the 
Our nation now like one 
Heaving against the load, 
Shouldering rolling wheels 
Up the victory road— 
Strong, determined, grim, 
Till the task be done— 
Tread of thunderous millions 
Marching as one! 
For this day, for all days, 
For your country, for your own— 
world. From coast to coast they For your children in the great 
screamed—MARINES LAND AT days to be— 
GUADALCANAL — AIR FIELD F o r t r u t h 0f o u r honest word 
FALLS TO U. S. MARINES ON T r f e d fa fe b a t t l e _ s t i r r e d ; 
GUADALCANAL—etc. • 
If you were to ask any man, 
woman or child about Guadalcanar 
they would not know about what Doom to the pit of darkness 
you were speaking. Unless, of The liar and tyrant's way! 
course you happened to be talking Buy Bonds against Bondage— 
to a geographer. Buy Tomorrow with Today! 
Like a light on the land of the 
- free, 
"Lseful Objects Under $lff 
Found Worthy Of Note 
"ftp1 
E g 1 ighth 
iu oi mn 
(Conversive Activity) 
Army Bids Fair To Become Brainy Outfit 
As Gams Leaves, "Americanized, 0» D. Style33 
By FRANK FANCHER 
Trye Confession 
I have an interesting - and true 
story to tell, which, with your per-
mission, I shall relate. It is typi-
cal of many incidents which have 
been extremely trying to many 
members of our college band. 
I was standing, one bright after-
noon, in the lobby of our esteemed 
Williamsburg Theatre. Since I 
had just returned from some sort 
of band concert, I was fully uni-
formed in the familiar green and 
gold. A rather polished looking 
gentleman approached. 
"Pardon me," he said. "Could 
you tell me what time the next 
show goes on ?" 
With a rather Chagrined look, I 
explained to him that 1 wasn't an 
usher and that the uniform I was 
wearing was that of the college 
band. 
"Oh!", he replied. "Is there a 
college around here?" 
Paul Gaits seems to be reflecting on the air transport sitr. 
iition; and well he might, for it'll be hoofing, —..but soon..— 
when he hits the army. 
roiiounceo 
is tampug' fewest Fraternity 
By J. C. MERRIMAN 
At this rate the U. S. Army will 
soon be a brainy organization— 
Paul Gans goes today to add to the 
vacancies made in our faculty staff 
by the war. 
Paul hails from nearby Austria, 
having come to this country in 1930. 
one year after Hitler's "rape of 
Austria." In 1931 he got his de-
gree of Doctor of Law in Vienna 
and passed the bar exam there in 
1935. At William and Mary, the 
historical law degree, Bachelor of 
Civil Law, was conferred on him in 
June, 1942. In this same year jic-
h'as passed the bar in 'Virginia. 
From 1SM0-42 he was a graduate 
assistant in the Department of Jur-
isprudence. This year he was ap-
pointed an instructor in Govern-
ment. "He also coached 95 students 
this fall in soccer, the national 
game of his native country. 
In the years that he has been 
in this country he has become ac-
quainted with all walks of life in hi? 
attempt, to become Americanized. 
He has held jobs which range from 
washing windows and digging 
ditches to being a college professor. 
and he says he is .glad because of 
the various views of American life 
lere s ToTh e inn 
By BETTY BERNHARD 
The title, "Useful Objects Under 
Ten Dollars", of the exhibit this 
week at Phi Beta Kappa Hall is 
very apt. This exhibit concerns 
the modern designers' . attempts 
and successes at beautifying the 
less romantic articles used in ev-
eryday life . . . wastebaskets, ink-
wells, dishes, or kitchen knives. 
Formerly, the eomposers of the 
Gardiner T. Brooks 
Real Estate — Insurance 
Rentals 
Duke of Gloucester St. 
Phone 138 
BOZARTH'S 
Rooms and Cottages for 
"Tourists 
417 Richmond Road, Route 60 
Opposite Stadium 
Mrs. Frank D. Bozarth, Hostess 
Phone 386 
PASTRY SHOP 
Fancy Cakes, Pies, Bread 
And Rolls 
Open Sundays — Phone 298 
exhibit tell us, an orange squeezer,. 
for example, was designed by al-
most anyone in the company who 
happened to be interested in de-
signing. This gentleman of nec-
essity considered the proposed 
function of his article,, that of 
squeezing oranges, the materials 
that would go into its making, and 
the machines which would do the 
work. 
In time, people noticed that this 
method of designing was not only 
old-fashioned, but that the results 
were generally not esthetically 
beautiful. Nowadays, a company 
that wishes to sell breadknives or 
apple-corers will call in a top-
flight designer and pay him a large 
fee to make their breadknives and 
apple-corers as efficient and beau-
tiful as possible. Eventually we 
should have kitchens which look 
like bed-rooms, and bed-rooms 
that resemble kitchens. 
Worthy of note at the exhibit is 
a black-lined plastic waste-paper 
basket. This waste-basket, and a 
laminated bowl of bleached oak 
cut across the grain "of the wood, 
combine excellence in handling the 
chosen materials in an unusual 
way plus a great.deal of beauty in 
the finished product. These two 
pieces alone make the exhibit 
worth seeing. 
Have you ever been 
To the good old Inn ? 
That's where the boys all meet. 
What ho! 
Let's go. 
There waits for you a rare treat. 
Hello Abe, 
Where's your babe? 
It doesn!t seem right you're alone. 
Good cheer. 
One beer. 
Sit down and your troubles us 
moan. 
I didn't go wrong. •.'••.-
She didn't wait long. 
I wasn't o'er ten minutes late. 
Oh well 
What the hell. 
I really wanted no date. 
Let's sing a tune 
By the light of the moon. 
Let's sing it loud and' long. 
That's great. 
It's late. • 
There goes the ten 'til ten gong. 
Means nothing to me. 
I'm on a spree. 
My woman done done me wrong. 
Here sits ' 
Abe Pitts, 
'Til long after ten 'til ten gong. 
Happy are we 
At the good Inn to be, 
Drowning the sorrows of all. 
Good cheer. 
One beer, 
Here's to another's downfall. 
Here's where your troubles 
Are made into bubbles 
And burst into thin air around. 
Make a toast 
Then boast 
The best place for cheer we have 
found. 
After All, What's That 
Got To Do With It? 
The moral of my story last week 
was that \$e'ye been drinking too 
much beer. So what. It gave me 
something to write about last week. 
This week I have nothing. My 
column was submitted, rejected ,., . 
rewritten, submitted, rejected . . . 
rewritten, submitted, rejected . . . 
so on'far into the night. God help 
me if fifteen more are rejected . . 
God help me if any are printed. 
Finally it came., I had an in-
spiration. The noise of the presses 
were drowned out by cheers of 
"bravo". Let me tell you how it 
happened. On second thought 
don't. It wouldn't be worth while. 
I sat, down at the typewriter . . . 
pounded away. It seemed like 
hours passed. I had not yet fin-
ished. But those first three words, 
By.HAROLD E. DONOHUE 
With the sole intention of having fun, two freshman boys which they have afforded him. He 
decided to start their own fraternity. First they needed a was also a bookkeeper in a ladies' 
name. After pondering days and nights, they finally eon- d r e s s s t o r e in Kiehmond. Most of 
ceived the title of "The Apple Chapter of Pie Ala Few" (pro- ^ Americanization, however, came 
, „ „ , , . . during his two years residence in 
trounced."loo ) . Old Dominion Hal 
Since both of them liked girls, ; • 
He is very 
grateful for the cooperation and 
they decider! to pledge girls, too. brother." ("Ala" is repeated at good fellowship which he has found 
So they called their organization ^ Ume) T h e ^ ^ (>f ^ l e f t a t w i ] l j a m a n d M a l % especially in 
i, "Frasority" and set certain . , n n 
, , , , ., . „4-,„i „„„i, hand, meaning 'conference. Or "• "• 
standards for 1 Heir perpetual rush ' _ . . , , , , . Paul learned most of his English 
'wppfe t " e raising of both hands, meaning . ,, . ,,_ „ , 
w e e K - • m the movies, Because, he says. 
First, if TO.tr marks are bad, "Brother, I need a buck." The « i t i s m u c h e a s i e r t o l e a r n b y ]<>(>k; 
forget about them. If you have secret handshake—tut, tut—sorry, ing at Dorothy Lamour than by 
raoney, hide -t. If you are a BMOC we.cannot tell you. looking at a text book." 
cr BJOC, or .mything BOC, you T h e o f f i c i a l p i e d g e p i l 1 i s a s i l v e l . He has been popular on the cam-
may not ge'. i i . If, on the other , , . . , . " \ pus with both faculty and stude*^ . 
, j ,., • , „„ j (i) safety pm, approx. one and „ , , , , . „ . , , 
Land, you like wine, women, and _ He says (when he was notified by 
song, and won-en and more women three-sixteenths of an inch long and t h e a r m y ) ; « T h e b e s t compHment 1 
snd know ai>, you may be con- five-sixteenths of an inch wide, ever had was when a student said. 
rfdered. But any old thing will do. The real 'Why don't you break an arm?' - ' ' 
This fraso-ity does not descrim- p i n that marks you as a brother ' If everything goes all right, Paul 
inate against wee, color, creed, sex a n d s i s t e r i g a g m a U M a c k g a £ e t y would like to teach government af-or sex. There are no dues, no . , . , ' ter the war. He would prefer to 
, , pm, approx. ten-sixteenths of an * ,. . . ,. . . 
meetings, no initiations (except . .teach some immigration and natur-
when the brothers and sisters are i n d l l o n S a n d three-sixteenths of a l i z a t ion law, too, since this field 
H the mood for i t) . a n m c h wide. But they are hard to offers many opportunities. 
The secret, signs that only the find, so you usually keep the pledge . . 
pledges know, are the raising of p i n a l , t h e t i m e _ 
the right hand, meaning "Hello 
The one and probably the only 
-T . . point about the frasority is that 
. . . no, let me count again. There w I * e n a f e ' l o w wants to pin his girl 
were seven words. They were awe h e n o t o n l y g« t s her serenaded and 
inspiring. I couldn't help but ere- wolfed away, but he may also be 
ate a masterpiece with such a doing, something useful. 
phrase as,- a starting point. I T l l e m o t t o o f t h e organization is 
worked.like mad. My lungs were an important one. One that spells 
screeching for air as the thick v i c t o r y i n t h « end. With a deep 
etgaret smoke stifled them. The v o l c e a n d somber face one brother 
editors couldn't reject this story. W l l ! l&^ h l s h a n d o n t h e shoulder 
My inspiration was too great. In o f t h e o t h e r a n d s a y m a deep 
iu was caught all the thoughts and W l c e a n d w i t h a s o m b « " * « * * - . 
deep feelings of the world today. J } l°™J0U U k e * b r o t h e r ~ m 
There was that first line staring 
at me . . . . sieven little thundering 
words "Lucky Strike 
Green Has Gone To War!" 
Damn . . . . they rejected it 
again. 
DR. BRANTLEY HENDERSON 
Williamsburg, Va. 
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat 
Lenses Duplicated 
fact I love you more than my 
brother—because he was a bum." 
Club Notes .. 
At a meeting of the Kappa Delta 
Pi Monday night, plans for pledg-
ing new members were discussed, 
and the banquet was postponed 
T h a t ' s BrOWIl S h o e P o l i s h pn account of the.holiday last week. 
Church of Saint Beck 
(Catholic) 
HOLY MASS ' 
Sundays 
9:30 and 11:00 A. M. 
Daily 
7:30 A. M. 
STOP GEORGE! 
I chanced one day as I walked 
down the street 
To pass a young man without any 
feet. 
He tried hard 
To walk straight. 
Looked too late. 
Slipped' on a big piece of lard. 
He fell to the ground 
As all rushed around. 
Being discreet 
I did not 
Look at the spot 
Where he tore a big hole in his 
seat. 
.« 
It's hardly the thing for me to say 
As I trudge along my weary way, 
That any man 
.Without feet:, 
With- hole in seat 
Is the silliest; sight in the land. 
Canterbury Club 
The Canterbury Club had a sup-
per last Friday night in Bruton 
Parish Church to which anyone in-
terested was invited. The main 
purpose of this supper was to pro-
vide visitors of the town with a 
Thanksgiving meal. Howard Hyle 
had charge of gelling the tickets. 
C A L L 127 
For Your Winter Needs 
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These Seniors Play, Last Game 
Page 3 Continuations 
W-M Places 7 on A-P Semak Stars for Frosh 
(Continued from Page 3) (Continued from Page 3) 
, . ing wide around left end to cross 
these highly debatable teams are Q V e r o n ft d o u W e r e v e r g e _ T h e afr_ 
tempt at conversion was wide of its 
The other repeater on this year's m a r ] j : 
All-State from William and Mary W M l B u d ^ D e a c o n t a i l b a c k > 
is Harvey. "Stud" Johnson. Like s p a r W n g t h e a t t a c k j W a k e F o r e s t 
GLENN KNOX JOHN KORCZOWSKI HAM JOHNSON MARVIN BASS 
POWWOW j 
with WALLY ! 
Weil, the Bowl bids are out ovA 
William and Mary's Indians—call-
ed by many "the most powerful in 
the Kast" were grossly overlooked. 
The Tribe's supporters held h ;gh 
hope that a bid to the Orange 
Bowl would be forthcoming but in-
stead the officials saw fit to in-
vite two defeated teams—that is 
teams defeated by other colleges. 
Yes, it will be Alabama versus 
Boston College in the Orange Bowl 
if Boston College accepts, which 
they are almost certain to do. 
Alabama lost to Georgia and Geor-
gia Teeh without loss of prestige 
but last Saturday's 35-19 loss to 
Georgia Pre-Flight seemed to keep 
them from the picture entirely as 
the Georgia Navy is not recog-
nized as one of the leading Pre-
Flight teams in the country. All 
of Alabama's luster was gone and 
few people considered them as a 
possibility. 
Up until last Saturday Boston 
College seemed to have the pick of 
any Bowl they wanted but a sup-
posedly weaker Holy Cross team 
exploded the myth and took the 
great B. C. eleven by the absurd 
score of 55-12. It was after this 
game that people began to look and 
see Just who Boston, College had 
played and ntnch to their surprise 
they found that the Eagles had 
played a very weak schedule. It is 
true that B. C. took the great Car-
olina Pre-Flight 7-6 but in the 
process the Cloudbusters played 
them off their feet. ..Had it not 
been for the professional instinct 
of the Pre-Flighters William and 
Mary would have beaten them by 
several touchdowns. 
Against these records we offer 
William and Mary's record as 
proof that a great mistake was 
made. With one more contest to 
.play the Indians are undefeated in 
college play. At the beginning of 
the year the Tribe's schedule was 
called a suicide schedule but the 
Voylesmen have come through un-
scathed except for a tie by Har-
vard in which the Crimson was 
played off its own field. The only 
loss sustained by the Indians was 
at the hands of the Carolina Pre-
Flighters in which they called the 
Tribe "as good a team if noi su-
perior to Boston College." At ihis 
point we think it necessary to 
point out a few of the facts con 
eerning this game. The Cloud-
busters admitted that William and 
Mary would have won the game 
had it not been for a William and 
Mary fan offering to bet all t'.c 
Cloudbusters could raise that in-
Indians would win. 'Most of ir.-
Pre-Flighters had played pro V . 
and it is still in their blood. '. '"•" 






lately in the 
am and Mary's pow-
i machine. Harold 
s became the newest 
ie rapidly growing 
ribe W ins Lonterence 
Title To Climax Drive 
Old. Man in 
ng a horrible 
ranks of Willi 
orful gridiroi 
'Pappy" Field 
addition to t! 
:ist of injured. Fields has been 
troubled all season with a bad leg 
which-has hampered his play a 
great deal. The injury reached its 
•ilimax in the Carolina Pre-Flight 
game and. as a result Pappy saw 
no action in the Richmond game. 
But to the extreme pain, X-rays 
vere taken and it was found-that 
.he bones in .-.the knee and in the 
-cnee cap were chipped. 
It is hoped that treatment can 
ilear up the trouble long enough 
to allow Fields to play as he is a 
tower of strength at his tackle po-
sition. In the event that treatment 
fails to clear up the trouble, the 
outstanding lineman, will have to 
be sidelined for his last college 
game. Should a "Bowl" bid 
forthcoming, the Big Green may 
have to face their opponent minus m a r i y 
Ramsey he has been a two-time 
All-Stater and a one time All-
Conference, There is little or no 
douht that Johnson will again re-
peat on the All-Conference honors. 
He, also like Ramsey, is shooting 
for national recognition which he 
well deserves. 
There are three newcomers to 
the mythical eleven from William 
and Mary and the first is Tex 
Warrington. Tex was named to 
the All-Conference Sophomore 
team last year and due to his great 
work will in all probability move 
up to the first string this year 
when the final vote is taken. 
Bob Longacre was called-one of 
the "most improved ball players 
in the South'' Tins yen and this 
was shown as Virginia coaches 
voted him into the Ah-PtHo brick-
field. His lisc l<. l ane h? • bx>n 
if sensational one ana ins ability 
to kidr as we!1 as <vn r»nd >>as« 
may land him 3 beitti <•<"! .All-Con-
ference with his letiruitates. 
Bi'/ Kick IV-ovitch re-eived ;t 
dor bio honor in his selection as lv> 
not only made d e first term l>"t 
was the only Sonhmnore to break 
into the first string lineup. For 
two consecutive weeks the big-
blocking back was named the 
"Sophomore star of the week" in 
the Conference and this seems to 
assure him a berth on the All-Con-
ference Sophomore team if not 
higher honors. In addition to die 
above honors Augustas "one man 
gang" was named to Dartmouth's 
all-oponent team as was Ramsey, 
KnoX, Longacre and Johnson. 
Spiders Beaten, 10-0 
(Continued from, Page 3) 
In the early moments of the 
fourth quarter, the Indians, driving 
down the field for 50 yards from 
their own 38 were stopped cold on 
the Spider 12. Johnson then con-
tributed three more points to the 
cause as he stepped back and calm-
reaehed the Papoose ten yard line 
midway in the second quarter. The 
W. &. K. line held, however, and 
the half ended with the Little Green 
in possession. of the ball In W-F 
territory. 
Engelby Blocks Punt 
The second half opened with Wil-
liam* and Mary kicking off. After . 
gaining one first down, the Black 
and Gold offensive stalled on the 
W-F 40. tail 's attempted fourth 
down punt was blocked by Dick 
Engelby, Papoose left tackle. The 
free ball was picked up by William 
and Mary's Bob Reich, who lum-
bered 85 yards for touchdown 
number two. Boles booted, home 
the exirj, point. 
A ^omt' carr ier inUrroption 
Otis Cafes- ca"- W. t M. zpotl--^ • 
shot r.i 'he l>aeo'i gor.l, Bo'~^ 
and \\ i it '1 T rsr combined < 'foils ..> 
( a n j ib' "iiaiI to the W-l* H v v 1 
line but a •'tttf.-n yard penalty I 
the Tn<ii:.ii.° i"< * uiiiieees,.,i,*y rou*.- •-
nig onciW ike threat. 
In chalk' ifi up their tlvrd win < 
tne season agim.-t only a t .-, V ',-
liam aiir Mrr\ scoied nine fu.,i 
downs a- compared to six for v t 
Deaes. Othri outstanding pei-fe--
mances were tt r ied in bv S'a . • 
Phillips at left end and GMTU* C? -
tain Dick VKH'O, who«e «"rprisi/<-,-
plunsrmg powet picked up m- i 
needed ypulago for W. £• M. 
"Fvede" Umbach's PapooA -> 
have established themsehes, alc-<> 
with V. P. 1. and North Carol r> '. 
as one of the top Frosh squads i.i 
the Southern Conference. 
Basketball Cut 
(Continued from Page 3) 
the varsitr football team and .s 
not ivailable until after the do-.e 
of the gridiron season. 
No football Bovs 
Another strong factor in this 
cancellation is that, a« usual, this 
year's edition of the William and 
'Mart' basketball team will be made 
no of a fifreat many footballer*. ly booted a field goal straight as an 
arrow from the 20, with Korczowski N0ne of these boys are able to 
J e holding. The Indians, now leading p r a c t i c e until a. week after the 
10-0, fell short of the ,goal line c] 
For the first time m the history 
of William and Mary, a Southern 
Conference Football Championship 
has been taken by the Green and 
Gold of the second oldest school 
in the country. This great success 
has been due mainly to the efforts 
Carolina schools, Duke being the 
main holder. 
The rise of William and Mary 
to the position of Southern Con-
ference Champions has been noth-
ing short of sensational. This rise 
is parallel with the career of 
Voyles as head man of the Indians. 
of. the Athletic Director and Head Voyles came to William and Mary 
Football Coach, Carl M. Voyles. in the spring of 1939 as successor 
The last time any Virginia school t o Branch Bocock. He previously 
times In the final frame in 
numerous, touchdown drives and the 
score, remained as such. 
Korczowski, the hard hitting 
William and Mary back, ran wild 
as he garnered 100 yards in 26 at-
tempts at rushing without a loss. 
Hubard, also playing a bang up 
Warrington and Vandeweghe were same for the Tribe, and Buster 
hurt in the Pre-Flight game as Ramsey, turning In a matchless 
they were victims of the Cloud- performance on both offensive and 
ousters' vicious blocking. Vande- .defensive, sparked the Indians on 
A-eghe was injured early in the their eighth victory of the season 
first-quarter- as he suffered a se- and the win which gave William 
rious separation of the tissue in and -Mary its first Southern Con-
their regular :ackle, for an opera-
tion may be necessary. 
Three Definitely Out 
Fields became the third starter 
who is definitely out of the Okla-
homa game as he joined Tex War-
rington and Al Vandeweghe. Both 
won this coveted position was had spent eight years as number .he shoulder. Warrington was the ference title in the history of the 
one football assistant at Duke 
1934 when Washington and Lee U n i v e r s i t y . I n 1 9 8 9 a n d 1 M 0 , 
took the crown. Since that time Voyles' William and Mary football 
the title has been monopolized by teams finished the season with 
identical records, 6-2-1. In 194-0, 
raised $400.00 and the William and 
Mary man took it. Well, when the 
however, his- team won the State 
championship, and last year's team, 
with an 8-2-0 record, tied Virginia 
chips were down the Pre-Flighters & r t h e g t a t e t M e > N e i t h e r t e a m 
didn't quit as they did in previous 
games and as they have done since 
but kept on fighting for their 
money was at stake. We sincere-
ly believe and the squad believes 
that had it not been for this one 
man antagonizing the Pre-Flight-
ers, William and Mary would have 
won the ball game and in all prob-
ability be making preparations for 
a New Year's day-game. 
,-ictim of a very painful and seri-
)us knee dislocation in the third 
leriod of the same game. He b«s 
ieen receiving treatment in the 




(Continued from Page 3) 
lose of football. Among these 
are co-Captains Glenn Knox and 
Al Vanedweghe. Also included are 
Jackie Freeman, Bob Steekroth 
and Walter Weaver. Although 
these boys would be eligible for 
the northern trip, transportation 
difficulties figured s t r o n g l y 
against it. 
Coach Stuessy in speaking of the 
cancellation said that he felt it 
was onlv fair to the boys to wait 
until after the vacation for then 
the team would be at top strength 
and ready to go. The loss of the 
football boys would seriously crip-
ple the team and it would not be 
a true indication of the record 
strength of the Indians. 
Prospects Dimmed 
At the beginning of the year, 
prospects were the brightest in 
was defeated in state competition.] 
In the three seasons that Voyles 
has coached at William and Mary, 
Ms teams have been beaten only 
once by a state opponent. Vir-
ginia did it in '39, Voyles' first 
year at William and Mary. 
With one more game on the 
years for William and Mary bas-
Floor in Monroe—will be played, ketball but old man Football has 
fwo Doubtful The urgency of these games is due taken a dreadful toll. It is feared 
Added to this list of men defi- to the fact that cold weather will that gridiron injuries to co-Captain 
dt-ely out of the game are Long- soon be here for good and playing Al Vandeweghe may force him to 
icre and Freeman who are avail- conditions will not be suitable. - miss the greater part of the sea-
ible for limited service only. Long- Basketball Men Lost s o n ' Walter Weaver, injured in 
the Navy game, may not be able acre suffered 'a minor shoulder 
separation in the Richmond game 
and is on the doubtful list. Free-
man broke a small bone in his leg-
in the Dartmouth game 
not been available since 
Another fact adding to the haste t o p ] a y ^ ^ C o . C a p t a 5 n K n o x 
of these games is that after next h a g feeen g r e a % b o t h e r e d b y a 
week it is believed that basketball k n e e i n j u r y a n d B o b s t e c k r o t h j o n e 
and hZ m e n w i l 1 b e u n a b l e t 0 P a r t 5 c i P a t e of the brighter Frosh stars, has 
He tried b e c a u s e o f practice. The S. A. E.'s b e e n i n j u r e d a U s e ason. Freeman 
and Mary as his Indians have cap 
Not being invited came a; quite hired the Southern Conference ti-
a blow to most of the William and tie in addition to taking the state 
Mary supporters but where it hurt crown for the third year in a row. 
most was in the squad. The Se- The Voylesmen face Oklahoma 
mors will never have another with, an undefeated college record, 
•chance and the possibilities of the the only blot being a 1-1 tie with 
schedule to play, Voyles ends his i t i n» s c r i m r r i a g e i a s t Tuesday but
 w i n b e W t l i a r d e s t b 5 r t h e s e l o s s e s broke a leg against Dartmouth and 
most successful year at William jt would not stand the strain. At a s t h e y will 'be minus Captain may be out all year. Taking these 
the best, Jackie will be available Macon,, Jim Ward, and Dick Good- injuries into consideration, the 
for only spot punting at which he m a " - T h e p i Kappa Alpha's lose great basketball prospects lose 
cxeells. Captain Hal King and the Kappa most of their luster. 
Alpha's lose Lester Hooker. 
Winner To Be Decided 
Among the games left to play 
Voylesmen 
Vs. Oklahoma 
(Continued from Page 3) 
Knox, Ralph Sazio, Doc Holloway, 
season may be applied soon as the 
various Bowl committees dip into 
rest of the squad getting another Harvard. The Big Green of Coach the nation's football leaders and are Pi Kappa Alpha versus S. A. E. 
chance seem very slim. It would Voyles lost to a superior collection issue invitations to play in the "which may feature the entire sea-
have been quite an honor to have 0f former college greats and for- Hew Year's Day celebration games.
 s o n - The Kingmen also have to 
"L-.ytd on the first Virginia team mer Pro's who are now playing iihould such a bid be forthcoming, face the K. A.'s and Sigma Pi. Elmo Gooden, Buster Ramsey, Mar-
:;. ever play in a Bowl, but the for Carolina Pre-Flight after hold- it will climax a four-year rise to These games will break the present vin Bass, and Newall Irwin. The 
>>wl Committees seemed to prefer ing them scoreless for 57 minutes, iootball fame the likes of which four way tie for first place and starting backfield will be composed 
-.earns which had been defealed and The perfect ending for a great Virgina has never seen or is likely may decide the order in which the of Nick Forkovitch, Dave Butcher, 
-ave lost most cf their luster. team who has had a really great to see again in the near future. race will finish. Bob Longacre and Harvey Johnson, 
Tuesday, December 1, 1942 T II E F I, A T II A T P a g e Seve»" 
Psych Student Seeks Intelligence' 
Visual Imagery Ratio; Needs "Pigs" .etters To Tb 
of short words fraternity Man's Views By KATIE RUTHERFORD more likely to remember accurately posed of three rows 
Would anyone like to volunteer what he'd seen. alike in sound but not in spelling, Dear Editor: 
as a human guinea pig ? Forty In solving this problem, Ned is which the subject tries to put down 
• students have already offered their making use of! three types of test, on paper after seeing them. These 
services to aid in an experiment devised by Frank C. Davis of Cali- groups of figures and words aren't 
now being conducted in the psy- fornia, but not used, so far as we shown to the subject long enough 
etiology lab, but Ned Plunkett, who know, on this particular problem. for him to'memorize them, but only 
devised the experiment and will These tests involve simple geo- ]011g enough for him to make use 
tabulate the results, wants to test meric figures, Roman *nd Arabic 0f whatever power of visual mem-
fifty men and fifty women students numeral squares, and squares of o r y he has. Some students have 
before he finishes. words alike in sound but not in heen reluctant to take the tests for 
According to Ned, the purpose of spelling. In the first test, the sub- fear they wouldn't do well, but, 
this experiment is to discover the ject is shown simple geometric after all, the idea of the experiment 
relation between visual imagery figures which are flashed on a j s to discover whether this particl-
for instance, in matters of college 
elections make a start. 
Yes, we could disband the fra-
Alas, rush -week is over, and, ternity party and allow a person 
praise the Lord, the Theta's are to attain an office on merit alone. 
twenty-one stronger, the Kappa's 0 f course fraternities could and 
augmented, >he Phi Tau's beaming s h o u l d n o m j n a t e the best men and 
and most of the rest in pretty w o m e n they have to offer, but in-
good shape. Fine, excellent, but s t e a d o f s e e king his or her elec-
be glad that that isn't the point I tion by the cooperation of other 
want to briii r to an issue. fraternities, allow that person to . 
But before I get under way let b e elected by the majority choice of
 S l g 




rrther fed u-i with fraternity bick- Partv would folic 
Last Saturday we watched in-
jured Tex Warrington half walked, 
half dragged from the field, hap-
hazardly slung over two boys' 
shoulders. No doctor was super-
vising and no stretcher was in 
of us painfully still 
suit. This member seeing Doc Holloway taken 
relat ion uet-weeu- visual imager* xiguico muvu <*ic .i.i»o«<-v. «., « j S t o cuscuver wiieuiei una p a u i v r „„•„„ . , „ J A . . f„„t tViuf {Va+ow.; -r , - , • . , , ,. 
and intelligence, or, in other words, screen before him for a certain } a r t y p e o f m e mory has anything ! ' ' fl'rP " 1 Vf 1 M TZ^fZZ
 P *' I f* ' " 'fl & ° f f i n t h e S & m e d U m S y f a s W ° n -
to discover whether ' a person of length of time. He, must then re- to do with a person's intelligence. 
high intelligence would be more call them to mind as clearly as pos- Results of these tests will be 
fees are at V. & M. doesn't seem measure on the part of the minority We found out later he had a back 
to me of alarming significance, j spoke of. 
I hear arguments pro and con, and, g u c h f u l f i l l m e n t 
injury. 
would bring likely than a person of low mtelli- sible and draw them on a piece of a v e raged apd correlated according , . affmnlaA „n- t J l a f r a w r , ; i v "~" " "~ 
' b ' m g f«"»a 'ed with a iratormty, a b o u t I e s g d e s c r i m i l i a t i o n i n p o l i t i -gence to make use of reproduction paper. In the second test, the sub- t o i n t e l l i g e n c e r a t i n g s a n d perhaps T c o u ldn ' t be ntirely consistent in
 a b o u t ]ef8 d e s c J i m i 
in his mind's eve of fhines he has iect is shown three rows of mixed • • . , , . , . , cal attairs and mi 
iu mo mmus. eye 01 uiuigs. «e u<%a j c » 10 . . the findings will have considerable taking an atuti.de adverse towards - d- tn ,v n r r ie * „ seen. He should be .able to find Arabic and Roman numerials, . 
out whether a person of high or which he must also remember and psychological 





Success As Ream 
Plumbs Popcorn 
By J. C. MERRIMAN 
Bingo, skittles, bridge, door 
prizes, dancing, and free admission 
made the Thanksgiving party some-
much of the pre-
judice towards fraternities would 
disappear. It would begin some-
thing I am sure in bringing a 
however, that demands some fun- d f ) S e r r e i a t i o n s M p o f a l l 
damental thinking on the part of s t u d e r i t s 
Who them. 
I call think of one condition, 
Me And 
My Bunx 
every fraternity man and woman 
•who understands the word frater-
nity. 
What, may I ask, of that large 
minority of likeable, nice kids that 
In our mad hurry to clear the 
field so that the game may go on, 
we violate the primary rule in re-
moving injured persons. Leave the 
person lying where he is until a 
stretcher is brought, then transfer 
him carefully to it and remove him 
with as little jolting as possible and 
under a doctor's supervision. 
By disregarding this we must be 
By EUGENE M. HANOFEE 
Monday.—Today had hair in its 
On November 24, the Theta Delts thing new and different in enter- eyes all day. the re it sat all mus-
this or that group, or even that the 
sororities wo ale! go' to the dogs if 
sed up from the weekend. What they had to choose people to the 
I'd like is one of those clear-faced exclusion of certain secial demands. 
ges. The president of tile local Dr. Phalen, and Dr. Delisle, with a p . f „ „ V h - »* #-,,. „<, T „ 
chapter, likable "Scatty" Cunning- t r o 0 p of assisting students, the £ * » ^ S a t u r d a y afternoon when ^ ^ ^ ^ J , " ^ ^ 
ham, was master of ceremonies, party took on a much more inform- there s lots of sky. Monday is so 
Thirty-three members and pledges al turn than the regular Saturday inadequate for all normal purposes, „ ' , , . u , , . . 
B _. ^ * e ' People are chosen to attend this 
and I feel (as well as the Bunx) c ( vi e g e according to certain stand-
Anyhow, in conclusion, I feel ail 
this will not come to pass, but if 
we want to act on the basis we 
propound, fraternity and equality, causing our men additional and un-
. we would accept such measures as necessary pain, to say nothing of 
f °f . m l tmtBTmty, a n d , s o r o r i t y the only step to bring about con- actual physical damage. 
bids? -We argue that they don't s i s t e n c y t o 0 M , t y n k i n g 
miss being in a fraternity-or a so- K. , .. , " 1 &m misinformed or wrong 
rority, or that- you •. can't expect JT^"** ^ * 1 T ^ " "' i n m* d e l u s i o n s , I « " * ; correc-
v. J i* 1. J , - c e p t t h e challenge; let us mean f . T . T a m „ . Q f , M , ™ m x v everybody to be good enough for w h a t w e p r o f e s s w a d m i t m r hy_ Jon If I am not-SOMETHING 
oHOuLD BE DONE! 
pocracy. 
held a banquett at the Williams- tainment in Blow Gym. Under the 
burg Lodge in honor of their pled- direction of Miss Wynne-Roberts, 






Last Wednesday was a 
night dances. 
double Door prizes ranged from pep- we could abandon it altogether, or ard requisites. These demands 
ilebration for the Tri Delts. It Permint sticks up. Bingo attracted a t {e&gt four d a y g & m o n t h > e x . put everybody on a more or less 
eluding holidays. was not only acceptance day fol-
 a s m a " y a s 4 U P e o P l e f o : r o n e 
lowing a long week of rushing, £»me. Don Ream, applying some 
tot founder's day, too. Delta Delta Profound and mysterious mathema-
Delta was founded at Boston Uni- t k a l *«"««K w o n a P r i z e b>* c o n " we 
e< ual footing,, at least in the main 
es,eb. is considered worthy of the 
Tuesday.—Today in History 207 association of the other. 
c • rair 
Exchange 
By RHODA HOLLANDER 
ANOTHER TURKEY DAY has 
mental concentration. , Wishful 
shrinking, in other words! 
ISOLATIONISM ? 
Miss Peggy LaRue Satterlee of 
Errol Plynn disfame has been se-
lected by sixteen University of Cal-
ifornia Frosh as "the girl with 
whom we would least like to be 
stranded on a desert island." 
discussed General Winfield Many come here expecting that, *fsse<i a n d ™ VCTC. luck? *hft EVERYWHERE BUT HERE 
versiay, Thanksgiving Eve, 1888. c l u d i n 8 t h a t a c e r t a m ™^™* Scott He not only fought in the s i « e they are going into the com- f*™
 W*S , ™y r a t , ° ™ n ^ o f t h e The Tar Heels at U. N. C. busy 
It was one of the six fraternities w a s f l l l e d W l t h 3 8 2 P i e c e s o f P°P" Mexican War and became a candi- Pi-ny of people the highest type m m of s t0^L w * can also express themselves with collecting scrap for 
participating in the organization TOm- Actually there were 383 d a t e f o r . t h e p r e s i d e n c y o f t h e p«rsons the college could gather, ^ S J L 2 L ^ ° * ! I l ^ T - o ™ *
 t h e N a t i o n ' s d e f e n s e e f f o r t 
of the first Panhellenic Council in V^ees. ™«*«. 
1891. Alpha Mu Chapter was char-
United States, but he mixed excel- they will find an intellectual and * * W j e r s i t y of. Richmond. Praise s t u d e n t s a t Dnke n o w h e a d a ' ^ 
fraternal atmosphere. the Lord andjass_us the Southern c h e s t D r f v e < . _ M a n y othev ^ 
lege males are donating blood to 
the Red Cross . . . Still other col-
i « i . ^ l u n a u u ^ ^ u a i - An elimination dance, after send- j e n t gmm g a i a d s . Salads have been S?< nuinely, „ „ . „. "
r " — ' Conferen Ch ' K Tifi 
tered here in 1928. In the previous ing away all red-heads, all girls i n t h e public eye so much lately, A.'ter all, is it not natural to think F n n T R / ^ ^°^H C
f c l e -
year a local fraternity, Delta Chi i n PJaW skirts and boys in striped that I feel with Irene Rich and that in an. institution of higher 
Delta, was organized by Alice shirts, all those with red painted General Scott as co-editors, the le-irning there should be found a 
Claibourne, a Tri Delt pledge from fingernails, and those wearing cuff- "Salads of America" will take their fuller understanding of the high 
Sewanee, for the express purpose ]« ss pants (boys, that is), left on p i a c e Reside "Poor Richard's Al- M«»ls of fraiernity? 
of petitioning Tri Delta for a char- the floor only one couple— Mary m a n a c " and the dictionary. 
ter. Before installation of the Raney and Billy Blanton, They „ , _ , , _ , _ . 
Chapter took place, Alice Clai- ^ k e d off proudly with the prize. Wednesdays-Early this morning t h , y a r e c o n s i d e r e d personable and ^scovers that tickets, flowers, „ T h e M a r y ] a t l d Diamondback" 
bourne died. In memory of her the Apples added to the harvest cele- ™yt**V8°i mother deserted me, p c s s e s s e d o f a , I e a s t t h e gilded ^ a l s , accommodations cost more c o n t a i n e d t h i s l i t t ] e i t e m . „ U n d e r 
charter members nresented to the bration, and almost everyone won a n d a f t e r rtaaang the length ot a t o r n a m e n t s o f personality, clothes, ;f*"^!f
r*, r a m the new academic regulations, you 
Chapter a diamond pin which has a stick of candy or some edible ^ f o « r b f s a »d a fhght of a r d a p p e a r a l l i ; e t h e y f i n d t h emsel- HONOR SYSTEM OFFENSE: 
been handed down to scccessive prize. All this and free admission, ; 8*WM ' - &e breakfast door was v e s S A E > S , | C a p p a , g > ^ j Q , s o r "He was tacked out of school for 
president this too! No wonder that there was a c l o s e d - T t h o ^ ! l t v l o l e n t l y , t w « wliat have y>u; but if they are cheating." 
sizeable crowd. 4 times and crawled upstairs to knit f a r m e r s ( g 0 f l ( i e l l o u g ] l f a r m e r s , "How come?" 
* earmuffs for the early breakfast t o ) ) > d i f f i d e n l > h o m e l V ) o r ^ t j i ^ t "He was caught counting his ribs q u e s t i 
Kappa Kappa Gamma was the Those who were responsible for b e l L s o i t w o u idn ' t hear me starv- g u f f i c i e n t s o c i a l p o i s e they are ig-
 i n a Physiology exam." 
first among the sororities on cam- t h e d a n c e w o u l d l i k e t o t h a n k t h e ing. n c r e d o r e v e r , ncomed; and they, MDJA HEAR 
pus to entertain in honor of its merchants of Williamsburg for ^ ^ — T h e h y B u n k w a s therefore for I he most part, become • • • about the moron who walked 
 
presidents. The 
year is Elizabeth Costenbaden, 
FOOTBALL DEFINITIONS: 
Pass Defense—What every girl i e ges provide entertainment for 
should have—if she wants to use it. Servicemen in nearby camps . . . 
Reversing Your Field—What a What does William and Mary do? 
Well, to be brief, if after these f e l l w feels like doing after in- CAN it happen HERE? 
newcomers have been here awhile, v i t i n £ h i s girl to the big game and PACULTY FOOLOSOPHY-
are required to attend lectures, even 
though they bore you. If they do, 
please bring a book which is in-
teresting." Professor Ask-me-no-
ions. 
pledges. I t held a reception from t h e i r cooperation in helping make 
eight to ten last Friday evening t h e P a r t y a s u c c e s s -
a t its house on Richmond Road. .—.—.—_—__ ——. 
in love tonight. She discovered him 
singing at Chownings, with a pipe 
bi.ter towards- the incongruity that through the screen door and strain-
brinds them 
at le than 
inferior or less desir-
Ihe new fraternity _ . . , , , , , in his hand. I feel this is not 
Receiving at the door were Mrs. P o p e_ T h d r a w a r d w i n b e a f r e e m m g h u j u d g e ft g r f i a t m a n fey> pledges. 
graham, the housemother, and d i n n e r a t t h e L o ( J g e > T h e mmic Mt t h g h a p j > y B u n f e i n s i g t a t h g r e s > i n d e e i ! > f e l l o w f r a t e mi ty 
Kitty Jones, president of the local f o r the occasion was provided by s c m g w a g «i>m Lonesome" and the mim, if we understand the word fra-
chapter, which is Gamma Kappa Cmm_ p i p e ^ ^ b r i a r _ p^ ̂  AM p m te^ity> w e ; , e e t h e i n j u s t i c e o f 
Chapter. C«.I._J..I-J J — -r>__—1— c :_ i.i.„ ;_ i_„_ ,..:ti. „ 4-—-—4. su *h a svstar- that is so unfrater-
What fiood is it for us to s hfn m a k e a spectacle of herself! 
Scheduled for December 5 is the in love with a teapot. 
Several of the Kappas and their Fraternity Association picnic, 
dates left the reception early in which will be held at the Picnic 
order to attend the Pi K. A. barn Shelter at two o'clock. 
dance which was held from nine to Kappa Mu Alpha, Monroe Hall's 
twelve at Gamma Chapter's house w e l l known local fraternity, an-
on Richmond Road. One of the nounces with great pleasure the 
features of the dance was the initiation of George Rafey, of 
Cosby-King-Cox Trio. The win- Hopewell, Virginia, and Mark 
ne'rs of the apple bobbing contest Oreste Lapolla, of Suffern, New 
were Suzie Parsons and Harvey" York. 
ed himself? 
. . . or about the modest moron 
who went into the closet to change 
his mind? 
EYE SEE, do you ? 
She was only an oculist's daugh-
ter, but give her two glasses and 
WHITE OPTICAL CO. 
Medical Arts Building 
Newport News, Va,. 
-a drip caught in the 
COMPOSER: 
Bill Kennedy, who attends Stet-
H . L A P I D O W , Tai lor 
Altering1 and R e p a i r i n g 
Done b y E x p e r t s 
Behind Sorority Court 
WILLIAMSBURG 
"we'll meet pu at the 
LODGE 
!9 
Friday. —'The happy Bunk and d e ! u d e o u r ? e l „ e s i n thinking that DAFFYNITION: 
the other one invited to a dance, participation in a fraternity is a I c l c l " 
Quite unfortunately, I'm known as be:terment to our character if we
 d r a f t 
a brunette and a suffering woman, a r , t o i g n o - , c s u e h glaring faults? 
but I never thought I was a moth- A n d w h a t i V,0J m a y agk_ s h o u ] d 
ball. As a charming girl, I have W(, d o ? C a „ w o s a y t h a t the sit- son University, DeLand, Florida, 
my doubts as to their abilities next UBtion can be me'pod by taking cog- helped to compose the popular song 
to mine. Even though the happy n j 5 a n c e 0f th,:s.; faults? Is is un- hit, "Mad About Him, Sad Without 
Bunk got a.B in Bones, (otherwise dtmocratic f>r those of similar Him, How Can I Be Glad Without 
known as Biology 3765) and the Mlings to ban i together? No, per- Him Blues." 
- other one is taking Chaucer 21R-R, hi ps not, but I tan see that we can MIND OVER MATTER, or, be a 
• I am mastering first year French, be more frat-a-r.al and democratic fat head, who cares? 
Dancing has its place, but this j n o u r m a n i e - of acting. "The Tower" reports that con-
evening I shall have a pen at my We should become more equit- trary to the teaching of the boys 
finger tips and irregular verbs on aMe in chor sing pledges. Such down at the gym, a noted psy-
my mind, which even now is losing slperficalitie:- as social position, chologist'on the campus states that 
both ambition and pride. di ess, and appearance should not be it is possible to lose weight by 
Saturday.—Snuff. s< j m P o r t a n t ' T h i s - ot™m*e> f f ^ ^ ^ ^ W ^ ^ 
essay said, :m': more difficult to Y 
Sunday.—If it were not enough, practice. 
I'll be one all my life. Nevertheles, we might begin by 
becoming less interfraternal and 
' ' " ~ ~ ' _ more college "rg.ternal. 
S t a d i u m Service S t a t i o n 
Candies, Tobaccos, Pastries 
Open 7 A. M. - 11:30 P. M. 
We might, 
Williamsburg Drug Co. 
The REXALL Store 
mttm ship aid mmum room 
Peninsula Hardware Corp. 
Picture Framing, Keys Made, 
Electrical Appliances, 
Paint, Ironing Boards. 
Phone 115 
Look for the Trade Mark 
P E J t G U S O N 
P R I i iT S H O P 
GOO~> PRINTING 
P I O N E 111 
Will arris burg, Va. 
DRUGS SODAS, SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
WHITMAN'S CANDY 
•a-
PHONE 29 % 
1 • 
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Fundamental 
Answer To Fi 
lalysisOn 
it Problem 
Last week individual fraternity loyalty reached its peak 
as each fraternity claimed for itself all virtue, all knowledge, 
and all prowess. But with this individual loyalty went a 
more inclusive loyalty—loyalty to fraternities and sororities 
as organizations—a loyalty based on the assumption that 
fraternities and sororities are of value, that they are of suf-
ficient worth to merit their existence. 
Now that the week has passed and the heat of fraternity 
loyalty has cooled off somewhat, how do sororities and fra-
ternities balance the books as they were left last week ? Can 
they say as they look back at rushing procedure that frater-
nity meant fraternity to them in its real sense—that of 
brotherhood? Or will they admit that the original meaning 
of that word has been debased and corrupted? Perhaps they 
can justify fraternities and sororities as they are now con-
stituted in the light of cold reason; if so, then we have no 
quarrel with them. What we would question are those loy-
alties which are based on unreasoning- conviction when facts 
give evidence that fraternities are not fraternities and sor-
orities are not sororities. 
DO FRATERNITIES LIVE UP TO PRINCIPLES 
WE VALUE IN OTHER FIELDS? 
A student with fraternity affiliations asks this week that 
fraternities get a new spirit; a sorority woman went one step 
further, admitting to us that she thought and hoped that 
the day of fraternities, and sororities was over, that every 
rush week made her increasingly aware of the undemocratic 
attitude taken by sororities and fraternities. 
Both of these statements make us hopeful. Both persons 
are judging on basic grounds. The question is not whether 
fraternities and sororities do more good than harm, or wheth-
er they do more harm than- good, but whether they are actu-
ally fraternities and sororities, whether they are living up to 
democratic principles that we value in all other fields. 
WE HAVE GONE TOO LONG ' 
WITHOUT QUESTIONING 
As fraternity members, they, and we, are placed in a dif-
ficult position since for a fraternity member to question the 
worth of fraternities is tantamount to heresy. But these old 
loyalties must be justified .to ourselves and to others or they 
must be surrendered to better ones. There is no weakness in 
examining the grounds on which we base our beliefs. We are 
the proper persons to conduct the investigation and only 
through an investigation of our own will we gain anv satis-
faction. What we must find is something which will either 
prove or disprove our old beliefs. We have gone too long 
without questioning. 
That which we will have found will not be an unreasoning 
acceptance of the fraternity system if we can prove that it is 
meritorious. Nor will it be acquiescence to another's wish if 
we do not find it this way. 
BUT WE-MUST QUESTION DEEPLY 
FOR OUR ANSWER TO HAVE MEANING 
We believe that in trying to justify these loyalities, the 
deciding question will not be one of determing whether or not 
fraternities develop leadership, whether or not they give so-
cial poise, whether or not they stimulate group enterprise, 
whether or not they encourage scholarship. For these are 
not basic issues. That which is basic and that which will 
prove to be the deciding question is whether or not fraterni-
ties are fraternities; fraternities in their fundamental belief 




aiirax Flat Hat Columnist Interviews h i 
Analyses Views O n Post-War W o r l d 
"Actually, the effectiveness of work on the home front, rather than 
anything else, determines how many men we can put under arms and 
how substantial our contribution of implements of war can be to our 
allies. And I would underline again that the role of the universities in 
total war is a crucial one. Therefore, it is inconceivable to me that the 
government would remove the entire body of young men, beginning at 
18 years, from these institutions without provision for their continued 
training, or at least for the training of a substantial portion of those 
qualified to profit by higher education. Dr. Walter C. Coffey, presi-
dent, University of Minn., calls for co-ordinated national manpower 
policy to utilize educational facilities to the fullest. —. (ACP) 
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By MARTHA 'HILL NEWELL 
One of the best numbers from 
"Springtime in the Rockies" is "I 
had the Craziest Dream." Harry 
James, 'who is featured in the pic-
ture, has recorded the number on 
Columbia, with vocals by, of course, 
.Helen Forrest. It 's a good t ine 
and I might go out on the tmb 
enough to say it will be one of 
the favorites of t h e / year. The 
violins in the orchestra have added 
a lot, and they mellow this record-
ing quite a bit. On the reverse 
side is "A <jPoem" set to music. 
The colored star of radio and 
stage, Hazel Scott, is the artist 
of the Decca album 212. It's called 
"Swinging the Classics"; that ap-
pellation is in the department of 
Under-Estimation. Three from 
the album that I like particularly 
are "Ritual Fire Dance," by De 
Falla, "Country Gardens" by 
Grainger, and "Minute Waltz" by 
Chopin. The Fire Dance is unique 
to say the least, and Hazel's con-
ception of it forms quite a con-
trast to the recording of the fame 
number by the Boston "Pops" 
Orchestra. Arthur Fiedler, con-
ductor. "Country Gardens" is done 
in minuet style, however, syncopa-
tion creeps in here and there. The 
"Minute Waltz" is a far cry from 
Chopin. The artist improvises 
and ad libs on the original theme 
to make a fascinating record. Let 
me quote a bit from the biographi-
cal notes which came with the 
album: 
'During her series with Mr.tual, 
Hazel would select classical items 
and play them ostensibly straight, 
but somehow a habit of belting 
her foot in steady tempo deve oped 
subconsciously. Gradually. she 
found herself introducing unortho-
dox rhythmic touches into the 
music. Hazel's mother objected at 
first, but listeners seemed to like 
it and the flood of fan-mail helped 
to deflect the danger of family 
quarrels about the sanctity cf the 
classics." 
Hazel does the classics so well 
that no one seems to mind her 
broadening them a bit. 
Charlie Barnet: "Things Ain't 
What They Used to Be". That's 
really a good record. I don't know 
how well-known this is, but it cer-
tainly should be, because it's plenty 
of good, hot sending. On the re-
verse side is the "Victory Walk" 
which is loud and long. I hope that 
Victory will be as solid and rapid 
as C. B.'s rendition. 
Strictly off the record, anyone 
who didn't stay in Phi Bete Friday 
night after the Pep Rally really 
missed a session, and I do mean 
session. Pancho and his boys were 
on the proverbial beam, and Oh 
Brother, was it good. And I'm not 
saying this to bribe Pancho out of 
writing any more letters to the 
Editor. I am saying it because I 
think it. 
Quotable Quotes 
...."We must do more in the vay of 
providing kn educational opportun-
ity for boys from these lover in-
come groups, from those homes 
where no member has previously-
attended college. If we do not the 
state may assert its right to our 
property, perhaps through confisca-
tory taxation, in order that higher 
education in America may be iruly 
democratic and educational oppor-
tunities be equalized. If t h i t hap-
pens, the independent sch< ol and 
college will vanish . . . America 
would lose much thereby." Dr. 
James L. McConaughy, piesid«fit 
of Wesleyan University, urges col-
leges to strive for greater service. 
"Education must support democ-
racy, and at the same time democ-
racy must continue to maintain 
education. Our first task i,«; to win 
the war, but the maintenance of 
educational facilities, while secon-
dary to victory, is secondary to 
nothing else." Dr. B. F. Pittenger, 
education dean at the University 
of Texas, cautions agaimst rele-
gating education to the background 
because of war. 
The views that the British Am-
bassador expressed last Thursday 
'(when interviewed by this colum-
nist), are, beyond doubt, of the 
highest interest; not only "because 
they are statements more positive 
than one might have expected, but 
also because they are the views of 
a man whose opinions are not to be 
neglected.' Lord-Halifax has long-
been one of the most influential 
members of the Conservative Par-
ty; ex Viceroy of India, ex Foreign 
Secretary, he speaks for a group 
which In British public life has in 
the past 'been strongly conserva-
tive, and today still remains the 
stronghold of traditional British 
policy. It is. by no means certain 
that, by the time the war is over, 
this group will still retain the im-
portance it had three years ago; 
but its trend of ideas—better, its 
new trend of ideas—is indicative 
of the future; and,, in my opinion, 
it is a trend remarkable for its 
good sense. 
As 'Lord Halifax sees „ it, the 
main factor of the future will be 
cooperation: political and' econom-
ic cooperation of the United Na-
tions, the firm foundation of which 
are the four great Allies: "Russia, 
your .country, my country, and 
China." No one can as yet say in 
precisely what form this coopera-
tion and collaboration will come 
about, but, says Lord Halifax, "the 
war has taught us that the prob-
lems of peace are likely to be as 
indivisible as the problems and ef-
forts' of the war." The first, ef-
fort of the post-war- period will 
have to be one in which all of the 
United Nations "are bound to be 
interested': the rehabilitation of the 
starved and despoiled countries," 
and this common interest should 
"rally (the United Nations) to a 
solid block." 
By ALEXANDER ROSOWSKY 
We "are going to find that eco-
nomic problems can only be hand-
led by the joint effort of all the 
great economic powers."' And Lord 
Halifax insists that "the unity of 
the four great powers has to be 
the central-pile driven in "around 
which the world should be rebuilt." 
I asked Lord Halifax what he 
thought about the chances of 
federalizing Europe; he could only 
say that no definite plans for any 
international organization could as 
yet be made, but that an organiza-
tion, if and when it came into ex-
istence, would have to include the 
great nations and' the smaller ac-
cording to their spheres of inter-
est. Such an organization might 
possibly take on the form of a 
federation. 
Following the same line of 
thought, Lord Halifax , feels that 
"true nationalism and patriotism 
must always henceforth look out 
over the great horizon, frying to 
make a contribution toward the 
security of the larger international 
order." And he adds that just as 
the patriotic Virginian does not 
let his patriotism stop at Virginia, 
but is a part of the United States, 
—and just as the patriotic York-
shireman is a part of the whole 
British Commonwealth,—"so - we 
all have to keep our sights up in 
order to secure the larger pur-
pose o£ which each country is only 
a part." 
If he were an American, Lord 
Halifax would see that' after the 
failure of isolationism' (and isola-
tionism failed twice), after the 
failure of the League of Nations 
under its present setup, there re-
mains but one possibility: close 
cooperation of the "peace-loving 
powers." which collaboration should 
start Before the war end's,, in order-
"to give a secure guarantee 
against the recurrence of this 
tragedy." 
To summarize, then, and com-
ment: the British Ambassador is 
keenly aware of the fact that the 
era- of egotistic nationalism is 
past. The peoples of the world 
have too many interlocking in-
terests—'social, economical, and 
political,—to go back to disinter-
ested isolationism.' Yet Lord Hali-
fax sees the collaboration of the 
future as a collaboration of na-
tions, as he explained" very clearly: 
peace-loving nations, (not neces-
sarily democracies), each taking 
its share of responsibility for our 
world as a whole, yet no lesser 
patriots of their own soil, culture, 
and" tradition. Lord Halifax is by 
no- means- alone in this- insistence' 
on collaboration based' on a new 
and progressive nationalism, rath-
er than on internationalism; in 
fact, the Russians and the Chinese 
owe many of their great achieve-
ments to a new faith in their own 
lands, coupled with the knowledge 
that they fight for what in the 
eyes of each man is right and just 
and decent. This is the "larger 
purpose" that I think Lord Halifax 
speaks of; it remains there, in war 
and in peace. 
Some may invisage a collabora-
tion much more intimate than that 
implied by Lord Halifax; indeed, 
some have schemes that would 
change the face of the earth, a t -
tempting to do away forever with 
great powers, economic or other. 
Be this as i t ' may, the British' 
Ambassador's views are gratify-
ing: if these are the sincere con-
victions of the Conservatives, and 
if actions will follow the words, 
then we may expect great things 
to happen. 
Strain Of Writing Column 
Brings Resort To Tidbits 
By JACK BELLIS. 
Tie strain of writing a column each week which would 
plea.se everyone—you know how I've tried—and which would 
still remain a unified, coherent piece has worn me down. So 
call mo the Rambler, or anything but Winchell; here are some 
incolterencies. Track 'em down! 
FL.sh! FLAT HAT foreign cor-
respondent Rosowsky goes Con-
servative after talk with Lord Hal-
The march of rhymes continues I 
Pancho Faneher-—who learned how 
to write the hard way, "improv-
ifax. Commonly known to be of ing" Miss Newell's column—con-
Russ.ar>. parentage and long sus- tinues his Eighth Column of con-
pected by the Pi Lamb's- of" Com- versive activity in this week's 
munist leanings, Rosowsky pulled FLAT HAT. (What is this, a bah 
an abrupt about-face last week letin board?) 
when the found the good Lord's * * -* * 
views "gratifying". The good Lord Did someone ever say, "Music 
said he was in favor of post-war hath charms to soothe the savage 
cooperation. The good Lord said feud?" 
he was in favor of peage. The 
goo-dl Lord said he hoped our iso- Q y o f a O l e Q t l O t C 
lati-o-nists had learned a lesson. 
Good Lord, did he say anything? "Every society depends in the 
What I thought I heard him say last analysis, not upon its machi-
—under his breath, of course; I nery— whether economic; political, 
wasn't there—was that the GREAT or social—but upon the fiber of its 
NATIONS of the world should peeopte. Any democracy, Ameri-
"form a central pile" around which can democracy, must depend upon 
the- rest of the world would be a very peculiar fiber. If the basic 
driven in. . assumption of our society is that 
people, given freedom, will have 
not only the strength and the cour-
age but the resourcefulness and the 
brains to run their lives and achieve 
x •< their destinies in harmony with 
News! The Student Assembly o n e a n o t h e r a n d fo a g r e a t f i r dg_ 
meets tonight with its Freshman g r e e t h a n o t h e r s c o u M d o { t for 
members-elect present or account- ^ ^ tf t W g .g t h e ^ a 8 8 U m . 
•Murder! "No, no, don't get ex-
cited; football is good for, the 
boys." 
ed for. Poor kids, do they know 
what they're in for? 
At that august body's last meet-
ing a committee was appointed to 
study the by-laws with possible re-
vision in niind. I could think of resourceful men, courageous men, 
another name for them. But, any- men who take pride, real and per-
way, the catch is that in the rush s o n a l P r l d e m t h e f a c t t h a t w l n o r 
and Mstle which accompanies any lose> t h e y c a n a n d w i l 1 f i S M t h e i r 
ption, then you simply must have 
people, millions of them, who are 
in fact and in living conviction just 
that kind of people—strong men, 
great undertaking no one remem- own battles of life. -But if there 
bered to give the committee a « to be social harmony in this 
chairman. Therefore, it hasn't great enterprise, then you must 
met vet. a^ s o have millions of men who be-
To take a leaf from PM's recent Heve just as deeply and vividly in 
campaign against filibustering that harmony, - men who smart 
Senators, may I suggest, "Lolly- at injustices, who strain against 
pops for Assemblymen!" excesses, who understand when*to 
* * * * fight for convictions, when to tol-
Pi Phi's net 19! Crime doesn't erate weaknesses, men whose im-
pay—-mwch. pulses are generous and instincts 
Inquiring 
Reporter 
Guest Reporter: Kitty Jones 
Question: what did you think of 
the party Thursday night? 
Something without tariff on this •• 
eampus is a rare thing. I liked the 
party 'cause I saw so many people 
I'd never seen before. — Mickie 
Riddick, '44. 
Lots of fun, ought to have more, 
but there were too many stags.— 
Doc Hardy, "45. 
I had a wonderful time; of 
course I was only there from 10 
until 12, but it sure was fun.— 
Marge Lentz, *44. 
Something good to have, asd it 
is time that we woke up and had 
more of them.—George Rafey, '44. 
Even though I couldn't dance, I 
enjoyed it very much.—-Pappy 
Fields, '43. 
I thought that 'it was fun. I've 
never seen so many people turn out 
for a dance here before. — Billie 
Davison, '46. 
I was there for ten minutes and 
didn't think too much of it.—Pogo 
Brown, '43. 
kindly, men who know, at first 
hand, range on range of the finer 
contours and more delicate shad-
ings that complete the panorama of 
the human spirit at its richest. 
Such are the people our democracy 
must have, such are the people that 
you and I must be and become-. 
Otherwise our articles of faith may 
die, may become only an echo of 
a great America that used to be." 
Acting President Victor L. Butter-
field of Wesleyan T'niversity calls 
upon his students to make them-
selves the kind of persons whose 
future leadership "will make of 
this mess the kind of democracy 
that's worth dying £oi%'" 
